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Margrethe
Vestager, head
of the Competition division of
the European
Commission,
formally accused the tech
giant of violating antitrust regulations. Google
will have a chance to respond to
the allegations in coming weeks.
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Yale law professor Richard
Brooks discusses how racially
zoned neighborhoods preserve income
inequalities,
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those who can
afford better. The market itself,
and not racism, may be at fault.
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Artist Bjork showcases eccentricities at MoMA (p. 11)
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of Modern Art
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to an expansive exhibition
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fashion icon. The exhibition runs
through June 7.
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prompted
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After a slow
start to their
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not keep their momentum going,
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A student arranges luminarias in the Main Gym during a ceremony to remember loved ones lost to cancer.

Wallerstein
overlooks issues
in college address
LETTER TO
THE EDITOR
We write in response to
the Ticker article on President
Mitchel Wallerstein’s State of the
College address.
With his state of the college
address, the president may be
inaugurating a new tradition at
Baruch College. Of course, there
is a tradition in the United States
of having the opposition political party respond to the president’s state of the union speech,
and while we would hardly claim
to represent Baruch’s faculty and
professional staff, nor suggest
that our opinions are uniform
enough to in any way resemble
a party, we would nevertheless
like to offer a brief response to
Wallerstein’s address.
As The Ticker reports, this
speech was relentlessly upbeat.
We have heard a number of colleagues comment, however, that
it seemed to deal with almost
none of the issues that most
concern us.
Faculty and staff engaged in
the day-to-day functioning and
management of the college hear
continually confusing, if not
conflicting, reports about the
health of Baruch’s budget.
While Wallerstein spoke
glowingly of the college’s endowment, he said nothing about
the declining support CUNY
receives from the state of New
York, support that was supposed
to have been guaranteed by a
“maintenance of effort” agreement the state government is
now ignoring.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Baruch College hosted its 11th
annual Relay for Life fundraising
event in the Main Gym of the college from April 24 to April 25. Relay For Life is a walkathon geared
toward raising money for cancer
research.
At the end of the 12-hour event,
$52,043.38 was raised. Last year,
Relay at Baruch raised $72,532;
contributions made until August
will count toward this year’s total.
Participating clubs got a headstart in the Fall semester by hosting
advance fundraisers. Over $46,000
had been raised in the weeks preceding the event.
During the opening ceremony
of the fundraising marathon, Baruch freshman Alex Acosta reflected on his seven years of cancer remission. Diagnosed with leukemia
at 9, Acosta found liberation in his
illness as a child and defined Relay
For Life from his own brush with
cancer, bringing many event attendees to tears.
“When I got the notice I was
diagnosed with cancer, I dropped
down to my knees. I thought I was
going to die. The support is what
keeps you intact, it’s what keeps
you going,” Acosta said.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Next in Lex wins uncontested election, turnout declines
BY MARY PAULINE POKORADI
NEWS EDITOR
Next in Lex, the unopposed
party running for Baruch College’s
Undergraduate Student Government for 2015-16, was voted in by
students on April 23, according to
an unofficial vote tally released by
the Office of Student Life. A total
of 1,025 students voted for Next
in Lex compared to the 1,976 students who cast their ballots in
2014, according to Student Life.
“When there’s two teams, the
competition is stronger and there’s
double the reason for people to go
out to the polls. But still, we broke
1,000 this year, which I think is
a good thing,” said current USG
President Connor Levens.
The 2014 USG election had two
full teams in the race, Next Gen
Baruch and Lift Baruch. In 2013,
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Annie Sourbis (right) speaks to her team prior to receiving unoﬃcial results.
roughly 2,150 students voted. Although the outcome of this year’s
election was obvious, Next in Lex’s
President Anastasia Sourbis attributed the ease of this year’s election

to all the members being “well
seasoned at this, so [Next in Lex]
knew what to expect.”

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Baruch College students throw color on one another in celebration of Holi, a festival of color that celebrates equality and the
elimination of animosity. The Thursday, April 23, event was hosted by the Hindu Student Association at Baruch.
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Next in Lex elected, constitution up for confirmation

News Briefs
COMPILED BY
EDWIN MOREL
Mayor Bill de Blasio requested the MTA to examine bringing the 3- and 4-train service
down from the Eastern Parkway
branch through East Flatbush in
light of his administration aiming to provide service for one of
the most crowded parts of the
city without access to the subway. “It’s obviously an idea that
will take more than a decade to
be carried out, but you have to
start with an idea,” said Mitchell Moss, the director of the Rudin Center for Transportation
at NYU in an interview with The
New York Times. A financial plan
has not been outlined.
_________________________
New York state Senate has
voted to provide help for family
members and others who care
for loved ones under the CARE
Act. The legislation would allow
patients to designate a caregiver
to help patients after they are
discharged from hospitals. The
caregiver would be given instruction and demonstration on
how to take care of the patient.
The legislation is pending in the
Assembly; however, if passed, it
would make New York the eighth
state to mandate hospitals to offer training to family and friends
who care for patients after they
are discharged.
_________________________
Dean Skelos, majority leader
of New York state Senate, has
confirmed that he will not be
resigning from his position following a federal investigation
concerning his involvement
in his son’s business dealings
with AbTech industries and the
awarding of a $12 million stormwater contract on Long Island.
Skelos said he has hired an attorney but did not share whom,
maintaining, “We’re cooperating
fully.” The investigation comes
three months after former Assembly speaker Sheldon Silver
was accused of accepting nearly
$4 million in payoffs.
_________________________
Gov. Andrew Cuomo addressed reporters on April 24, assuring that parents who remove
their children from this month’s
state exams are unaware that the
scores are “meaningless” to the
student’s grades. He was referring to the revisions made in the
2014-15 state budget that prohibits Common Core exams to
be reflected in grade promotion
decisions. Some parents justified their actions, supporting the
teachers union by not allowing
their child’s work reflect a teacher’s performance evaluation.
_________________________
Approximately 480,000 students enrolled in CUNY schools
will get free Microsoft Office
software under a deal valued at
about $500 million. The purpose
of the gift is for students to “be
able to master a program that is
widely used in the workforce,”
Melissa Mark-Viverito, speaker
of New York City Council, pointed out in an interview with the
Daily News. With an increasing
skill gap, Richard Langford of
Microsoft has pointed out that
the donation addresses the issue
of people not being able to fill
out available jobs. CUNY Chancellor James Milliken recognizes
the lack of access the students at
his schools have, noting that 40
percent of students come from
families who make less than
$20,000 annually and 40 percent
were born outside the United
States.

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Shortly after the polls closed,
Next in Lex members huddled outside Student Life on the second
floor lobby for the unofficial numbers. Although the party ran unopposed, the members were anxious
to find out about voter turnout.
Sourbis received 694 student
votes and was only trumped by the
727 votes received by Nardine Salama, who ran with Next in Lex for
the position of executive vice president, according to Student Life.
Following the release of the
unofficial results, the soon-to-beconfirmed USG president spoke to
The Ticker about her vision for the
upcoming school year.
Sourbis affirmed previous goals
set by the party. She said, “One
of the first things we would do is
work better with outreach with the
student body, have the materials
so they know how to get involved
[and know] who’s actually in USG
…. That’s one of the main things we
want to work on.”
Sourbis added, “We want to
work on projects that we want to
get done later in the year so we’re
working on them in the summer
[to] … get them completed by the
end of the school year.”
Sourbis was previously a USG
representative senator during her
sophomore year; she ran with
the Rethink Baruch campaign as
a freshman.
She has also worked with many
committees, including academic
affairs, and helped with many of
USG’s event planning efforts. Sourbis assumed her current USG position as executive vice president
early this spring following the resignation of Michael Harris.
“I’m looking forward to leading
a team along with the rest of the eboard from scratch,” Sourbis continued. “That’s exciting for me to
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Voter turnout was down almost 50 percent from last year when close to 2,000 students cast ballots in USG elections.
see the senator’s ideas really come
to life and being accomplished
from the very beginning.”
Aside from the new team being
voted in, the revised USG constitution received 467 votes in favor of
the amendments, with only 20 students voting in opposition of the
proposed changes, according to
Student Life.
Even though the new USG constitution was approved on April 2
after garnering 1,400 signatures, it
still needed to receive at least one
student vote to be up for final confirmation before the Student Election Review Committee. The confirmation is expected to take place
on April 27.

Current USG Representative
Senator Daniel Dornbaum, who
worked on USG’s new constitution
for several months leading up to
the election, expressed his support
for his running mates, saying, “I’m
very excited to work with such an
extremely talented and dedicated
team. It may take a few months for
everyone to fall in sync with each
other, but I can’t wait to get the
blood flowing and start on projects
for next year.”
Sourbis and the rest of Next in
Lex members are not the only ones
enthusiastic about the upcoming
year.
Levens also mentioned his
satisfaction with this year’s team.

He said, “I really enjoyed working
with everyone on this year’s team,
and I feel very proud to know that
those people are going to be involved in the leadership of the USG
in 2016.”
“I think everyone in USG is passionate about change, knowing
what we can do to better serve the
student body, and I think, every
USG—last year’s, this year’s, and
next year’s—will … do everything
they can to make sure that student
concerns are being addressed,”
Levens said.
Next in Lex is expected to be
confirmed as the forthcoming USG
following an official vote tally and
SERC’s official vote on April 27.

Free MetroCards for
Brownfield amendment
CUNY students proposed introduces tax incentives
BY MOUSTAFA ISMAIL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
As New York City budget negotiations reach full throttle, a new
proposal by city lawmakers aims
to offer free MetroCards to all
CUNY students. Councilmembers
Ydanis Rodriguez and Inez Barron
officially introduced the resolution on April 16, calling on CUNY,
city and state administrations
to collectively allocate funds to
the program.
“If we can offer MetroCards
free of charge to all CUNY students, that would eliminate a
tremendous burden,” said Barron. The potential deal would
cost upward of $375 million in
reduced-fare and full-coverage
MetroCards.
Many Baruch College students
were happy to hear news of such
a deal in the works. “I am in full
support,” said Eswar Dommaraju,
a freshman majoring in finance.
“This will leave me extra money
to spend on textbooks, food and
other everyday necessities.”
Michael Arena, university director for communications, examined the extrinsic value of the
proposal, noting, “MetroCards for
these students does help to keep
students on track to graduation
when combined with advisement
and student responsibility.”
Currently, under its Accelerated Study in Associates Program, CUNY offers students a
tuition waiver and extra money
to buy textbooks in addition to a
free MetroCard. This initiative by
CUNY aims to boost graduation
rates in its community colleges
as just 20 percent of students successfully achieve a degree within
three years.
The proposal is modeled after

the city’s existing K-12 student
MetroCard program. Under this
routine, the MTA is compensated
for its $244.3 million annual expenses with $45 million appropriated by the city and $25.3 million
in state funds.
Given that the MTA subsidizes
the majority of the K-12 student
MetroCard program, the organization cannot accommodate
the planned expansion proposal
without significant funding.
Thus, the success of this proposal ultimately hinges on the
CUNY administration unanimously agreeing to sponsor the
program, a condition that has
drawn skeptics. “While free student MetroCards may be financially beneficial to students, it may
also come at a great cost in the
long run,” said Rafael Mercedes,
a sophomore majoring in finance.
“I am concerned that the money
spent by CUNY to fund this program may take away from our library, clubs and other accommodations throughout Baruch.”
Even Rodriguez voiced some
uncertainty regarding the program, saying, “If we cannot do
it for all our students at CUNY,
at least we can start looking at
students at community college.”
Rodriguez, also the chair of the
transportation committee, recalled being unable to afford
transportation, as he walked from
his apartment to the City College
of New York campus everyday.
Meanwhile, according to a
CUNY analysis in budget plans,
CUNY expects to collect $32.3
million on behalf of senior colleges and $285.2 million for community colleges. CUNY currently
registers nearly 270,000 students
in both undergraduate and graduate schools.

BY ISRAEL SANCHEZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Gov. Andrew Cuomo signed
a bill, passed by both houses of
the New York State Legislature, to
amend the Brownfield Cleanup
Program before the end of the
year when the tax credit benefits
and eligibility of the program
would expire.
The goal of the Brownfield
program is to encourage the redevelopment of Brownfield sites
in urban areas by private sector
projects, as reported by the New
York State Department of Conservation. It is intended to remove
many obstacles when dealing with
a Brownfield site in addition to
providing tax incentives to help
improve the communities where
the sites are located.
A Brownfield site is property
that is contaminated, or may potentially be contaminated, making
it difficult to redevelop the area.
Brownfield areas, such as abandoned gas stations or old factory
and mill complexes, often remain
abandoned because of the financial liabilities and uncertainty
they present.
BCP-EZ is a new installment to
the bill that will expedite the process for liability-release-only programs for those who are willing to
give up the tax credits.
Furthermore,
amendments
regarding the time of completion
will be established. Sites that are
already in the program or those
that enter before the end of 2022
will be eligible for tax credits on
some costs for development if they
obtain their certificate of completion by March 31, 2026.
However, there are some limitations to this. Sites that are registered after July 1 this year or after

the Department of Environmental
Conservation deems the property eligible will qualify for limited tax credits; the department
must first confirm that the area is
underutilized.
Sites admitted before June 23,
2008, will be grandfathered in and
will continue to function under the
same guidelines for the tax credits
as long as they obtain their certificate of completion by Dec. 31,
2017. Sites admitted between June
23, 2008 and July 1 this year will
also be grandfathered in if they get
their certificate of completion by
Dec. 31, 2019.
Sites in New York City specifically, in order to be eligible for the
existing tax credit, must meet certain criteria. For example, the site
must be located in a zone of high
poverty and unemployment rates
and meet the definition of affordable housing, which is not defined
currently. The project must also be
classified as upside-down, meaning it must cost more than 75 percent of its value to investigate the
property and fix it.
There will be increased credits
for sites that are in environmental zones (high unemployment/
poverty), provide affordable housing or are used for manufacturing.
Sites that pose significant health
threats to the public will be eligible if the DEC finds a volunteer
that was not involved in the contamination and is willing to pay for
the cleanup.
All of these amendments along
with credits for volunteers and
environmental protection agencies are meant to encourage the
cleanup and improvement of
these areas. Cuomo intends to use
this program to improve the state
and clarify the requirements for
the cleanup program.
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Baruch community comes together to raise awareness and funds
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
After his moving speech, Acosta
led the first survivor relay around
the gym joined by fellow survivor
Ann Aylman, wife of Assistant Professor Carl Aylman, former director
of Student Life and Relay For Life
committee member.
Club members then traversed
the perimeter of the gym carrying
banners to symbolize the notion
that, pending the discovery of a
cure, cancer stops for no one, but
patients and their families do not
stop fighting the disease either.
Women in Business, for instance,
raked in $1,400 at its annual Style
Your Success corporate fashion
show while Golden Key Honors
Society accumulated $950 through
Clash of the Bearcats. While clubs
and student participants are urged
to start fundraising and recruit
more participants ahead of time,
with registration fees going from
$10 a month prior to the event
to $20 the week of the event, Relay For Life Event Chair Joanna
Flores said there is a tendency to
procrastinate.
“Basically [students] have the
entire academic year to fundraise
the money that goes directly toward
their team,” Flores said. “We have
our Relay for Life kickoff in November, which is also in connection
to the Great American Smokeout,
which is basically where we raise
awareness of tobacco consumption
and provide pamphlets on how to
quit smoking. That’s when we first
introduce Relay and get about 10
clubs to sponsor us, and that gives
them the opportunity to fundraise
as well.”
Aylman said, “If each participant recruits 10 friends to contribute $10 each, funds raised would
total $100 per head, and $100,000
could be attained.”
“Some other colleges and uni-
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Mitchell Garcia spoke to the audience about the signiﬁcance of the Luminaria ceremony and the Relay for Life event.
versities in the metro area have
broken through the $100,000 barrier for years. Up to now, that number has eluded us,” Aylman said,
adding, “It is hard to find a person
who has not been touched by cancer … themselves, a family member
or a friend.”
In 2013, Baruch Relay For Life
was cut short when sprinklers in
the gym were triggered by a wayward soccer ball. Earnings totaled
just over $61,000 that year, the lowest in Baruch history.
Conceived as a grassroots alternative to soliciting corporate donations, Relay For Life engages students and educators in fundraising
for cancer research.
At Baruch’s relay event, competing teams had an allotted time to
set up table displays to entice students with gastronomical fares like
smoothies, cookies, sushi and macaroons as well as bids to “pie” peers
in the face and innocent games of
water pong. Students could donate
to participate in whatever was be-

ing “sold” at each table.
At the event, Greek clubs and
organizations also sought redemption for the generally negative attention they have drawn in the recent past. “Through Relay For Life,
we want to rebrand and create a
positive image for the fraternity,”
claimed Bell Chen, a sophomore
majoring in math and member of
Gamma Rho.
Prior to the event, Greek clubs
and organizations were able to
raise $14,568 for Relay For Life. “It’s
important to us at Baruch to know
how important a role Greek life
plays in events like Relay For Life,”
noted Phillip Chore, president
of Lambda Phi Epsilon and vice
president of the Greek life action
committee.
Throughout the night, students
were encouraged to design luminaries meant to “represent the light
that shines in the darkness of cancer,” according to Mitchell Garcia,
committee member for Relay for
Life. Each luminary bore the name

of a loved one and a message of
hope and remembrance.
The Luminaria ceremony began just after 10 p.m. Teams were
ushered into the center of the gym,
and one by one, the lights began to
dim. The luminaries were arranged
around the border of the camping
grounds, and Garcia took to the
stage to speak about the significance of the ceremony and Relay
for Life in general.
“This ceremony is an opportunity to remember our loved ones
who have fought greatly but succumbed to cancer. It also a chance
to celebrate their lives,” Garcia told
the audience. “Cancer doesn’t discriminate, which is the reason why
every single one of us here has been
affected by cancer in one way or
another. It strikes children, adults,
family, coworkers and friends.”
Garcia then invited Sammy
Marrero, student and slam poet,
to the stage to perform. Marrero
stated that his grandmother died of
breast cancer and his grandfather

died of stomach cancer. Marrero’s
performance was followed by two
guest speakers, Karen Cruz and
Andrea Gorotiza. Both speakers
touched upon the concept of being
a caregiver for a cancer patient.
Cruz, a freshman whose mother
battled two brain tumors, told the
audience about her experiences.
She explained that her mother was
diagnosed with cancer after suffering a debilitating seizure, at which
point Cruz realized she would have
to take responsibility: “I had to be
the daughter that took care of her
mother instead of the mother taking care of her daughter. I think
sometimes people forget that caregivers are also going through this
battle, not just the patient,” she
said. “It’s important for us not only
to give support but to get support.”
Gorotiza, a Relay for Life alumna, spoke about losing her father
to leukemia and supporting her
mother’s battles through four different cancers and cancerous
growths. Gorotiza’s mother was in
attendance. “After all those months
of suffering, I was so happy to know
that just by holding on a little longer, and not taking her off the machine, we saved her life. So today,
my mother is a survivor and has
never looked more beautiful and
alive,” announced Gorotiza.
Garcia then invited participants
to light up their cellphones for
loved ones with cancer.
“Our path to the future is one
of hope,” he asserted. “Someday,
we will live in a cancer-free world.
We may not know how long it will
take. But we see the strides that the
American Cancer Society is making
and we see the lives that are being
saved. Tonight, we acknowledge
the hope in the face of a loss.” Garcia then invited all participants to
take another lap around the gym.
Additional reporting by Ticker staff.
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An uneventful day reminds of
our global non-resolutions
April 22 is an uneventful day. Like myriad other blue flags on our
calendar, Earth Day is accorded neither anticipation nor celebration
generally reserved for long summer weekends when the spirit of consumerism—and wastefulness—is on mighty display. It is a day when
newspapers dissect Californian drought and sinking island nations,
and politicians make half-hearted pledges to goals they have no political will or economic resilience to achieve.
The headwinds of globalization are steering hitherto undeveloped
nations on course to progress, and the sails of power dynamics shift
everyday. International trade has widened the range of comparative
advantages to include even basic modes of production like labor. Economic powerhouses are constantly on the lookout for opportunities to
outdo one another.
Arguments against economic growth are either hypocritical or suicidal. Forcing emerging economies to account for negative externalities is resonant of imperial attitudes. Asking leading economies to scale
back is dangerous to the health of the global system. Nobody is willing
to relent—compromise is now almost obsolete to global economy. The
only agreement is to disagree. We have to admit that these are difficult
times. We have to realize, nonetheless, that the only non-negotiable
condition is our survival.
The Earth is not a variable at present, and it remains irreplaceable
for the foreseeable future. We derive an estimated average of $33 trillion
in ecosystem services each year, almost twice the annual world GDP.
By comparison, less than a tenth of a percentage of that amount constitutes global warming spending—a curative measure, to be sure. In
strict economic terms, we are not compensating the Earth enough for
the services we derive from the planet.
We have to realize that there is no easy way out, no option that will
make everyone happy, no measure that will enable every nation to
gain without losing anything. These are desperate times, and they require desperate measures. We all have to make our share of sacrifices,
and no sacrifice is too small. Of course, we have to be equitable in distributing punishments for our recklessness. We have to, nonetheless,
shoulder our responsibilities with courage and conviction, conviction
that we are making the future more secure, that we are passing on a
safer planet to our children, that we are not borrowing from the future
but contributing to it.
It is no longer enough to build a resolve; we must sustain our efforts.
Concrete steps are abundant and evident. We must not lose sight of the
future lest we should lose the future altogether.

Bizarre challenges are nothing new
Another bizarre attempt to emulate a celebrity is leaving a lot to be
desired with contemporary society and its values. In order to achieve
lips like Kylie Jenner, a member of the Kardashian clan, teens have been
suctioning their lips to bottles, jars and shot glasses causing their lips to
swell. Though Jenner denounced the dangerous trend, which can cause
hematoma, the #KylieJennerChallenge has gained traction.
Hyper-awareness of the glamorous lifestyles of reality stars, glossy
magazines with photoshopped beauties and a glorious overload of celebrity news, drown out the pontification of the few who say “be yourself:” a tired argument, sure, but one that seemingly needs repeating.
For when people actively participate in an online challenge, such
as this one, a society’s deficiency exposes itself: chasing insurmountable expectations. People will sacrifice physical well-being in order to
achieve perceived physical perfection, chiseled from the jawlines and
bellied from the hips of celebrities. The desire to chase the famous and
beautiful forces the prototypes to push their own boundaries and physiques to the point where even they cannot keep up. Then, the photo
editors are put to task, so people feel the need to suction their lips or
other parts of their bodies.Thus, the cycle continues.
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Graffiti is not worthy of incarceration
Making graﬃti an incarcerable oﬀense does nothing but ﬁll our prisons with nonviolent oﬀenders

I

f there is one thing that New
Yorkers will see everywhere, it
is graffiti. It is nearly impossible
for city dwellers to go about their
morning commute without seeing
a building or shop window tagged
with spray paint by local artists.
On any given journey through the
streets of New York City, one will
see varying degrees of work ranging from bubble letters to beautiful murals created by famous street
artists. The thin line drawn between
what constitutes art and what is destructive tagging creates a dilemma
for lawmakers and city officials.
Of course, the majority of citizens do not want to see the entire
landscape of their city blasted with
cans of spray paint. Defacing public and private property with graffiti is a crime. However, does this
warrant the arrest of those who
are convicted?
Lawmakers in Nevada say yes,
and they are cracking down on
criminal activity. The state is attempting to pass numerous bills
that will dole out new punitive consequences for lawbreakers. Harsher sentencing for petty crimes is
part of the state’s effort to ensure
public safety.
Graffiti artists are getting tagged
back with jail time upon their third
conviction. Spray painting buildings and railroad cars apparently
poses a threat to the safety of others
in the community. The current sentence for convicted graffiti artists in
Nevada involves community ser-

vice as well as heavy fines that vary
depending on the cost of damages.
The community service sentence
typically involves cleaning graffiti.
What better way to punish an artist than by forcing them to destroy
their own creation?
The argument made by city and
state officials is a valid one. Graffiti does not exactly add beauty to
a clean community, and it costs
the state money to clean it up. Although tagging has its negative
impacts, putting more people in
jail is not the solution. The United
States is already home to the largest prison population in the world,
and many of the prisoners charged
with long-term sentences are nonviolent offenders.
Nevada’s slew of new bills will
undoubtedly contribute to the increasing epidemic of mass incarceration that currently plagues the
country. Further, housing more
prisoners will not solve the financial issue. Rather, it will cost the
state millions of dollars over the
course of their sentences. Instead
of criminalizing graffiti and packing people into prisons, give street
artists a space to share and express
their creations.
The debate over graffiti poses
the question of what exactly constitutes art in the realm of tagging.
Street gangs often used graffiti to
mark territory, while others used
it to see their name rise to fame
all over the region. The rise of contemporary graffiti in Philadelphia

in the 1960s quickly transitioned
to take dominance in New York
City, where it flourished for years.
Street art grew in the city with the
development of the subway system
where artists commonly exhibited
their work. After tagged subway
cars were finally removed for good
in 1989, graffiti artists moved their
work to the streets, spray painting
buildings, doors and windows.
Although graffiti art is associated with criminal activity, it has
established a meaningful presence in New York City. For example, pieces of work constructed
by the famous street artist named
Banksy are extracted and sold as
collector’s items.
Some Banksy pieces are put on
display in art exhibits. Like many
graffiti artists, Banksy’s pieces offer
an implicit political or moral message to the audience. The form of
art has come a long way from its
gang related association of its early
history. Graffiti provides street artists with an outlet to share their
messages to the world.
Nevada is paving the way for
harsher penalties to those who
some consider to be genuine artists. New York City is the melting
pot of artists, writers, creators and
innovators of every kind. Depriving the city of graffiti and street art
would be doing a great injustice to
its unique existence.
-Jake Weisheit
Economics ’15

Wallerstein ignores some critical issues in annual address
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CONTINUED FROM THE FRONT PAGE
Students are paying more tuition each year but the state reneges on its promised funding.
And while we are on the topic
of the endowment, many of us
wonder just how much the significant rise in Baruch’s endowment
reflects the skill and efforts of our
fundraisers, and how much it is instead an artifact of the phenomenal
rise in the stock market during the
past few years.
We heard of both the rise in SAT
scores and the increase in black
and Latino enrollments, but were
offered no acknowledgement of the
ways in which the college’s admission policies are manipulated to
achieve these numbers, nor is there
any acknowledgement that the
great leap in underrepresented minority enrollments has been possible only because their numbers
had fallen so low that any increase
necessarily resulted in a notewor-

thy increase in percentages.
Most pointed, however, was
the absence of any mention of the
state of morale among Baruch’s
faculty and staff. It is probably an
exaggeration to say that our morale is abysmal, but not much of an
exaggeration. We find enormous
satisfaction in working with our
students, and that keeps us from
despondency, but CUNY Central’s
increasingly arbitrary tendency
to impose its will on the college,
along with its misguided programs and policies, is driving us
toward despair.
CUNYfirst, the recently introduced online management system, makes routine administrative
tasks a nightmare and has disrupted registration and enrollments.
Pathways has not only wrestled
responsibility for curriculum away
from the faculty, who have always
been charged with it, but has made
advising students chaotic, to say
the least.
More significantly, it continues to make enrollments in the

arts and sciences departments
unpredictable.
All of these issues pale beside
the single greatest drag on our
morale, of course. And this is what
was most strikingly absent from
the president’s address. He made
no mention of the elephant in the
room: the fact that Baruch’s faculty
and staff are now approaching six
years without a contract. Most of
us have seen no pay raises in this
time. It would seem to be adding
insult to injury when our leader
completely ignores the fundamental condition preoccupying nearly
everyone at the college. Since we
know he is aware of our frustration,
his unwillingness to communicate
any sort of concern or sympathy
about this state of affairs makes his
claims about state of the college
seems to suggest that our deepening troubles are simply irrelevant to
the community’s well-being.
-Glenn Petersen & Michael Plekon
Department of Sociology and
Anthropology
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USG needs support
from the student body
FRONT&CENTER

CONNOR LEVENS

W

hy do I need to vote
for the Undergraduate
Student Government if
there’s only one team running?
Why should I vote “yes” for the
amendments to the USG Constitution? I did not know I could vote
for USG.
Every year at this point in the
Spring semester when the polls
open up and a group of students
hover around the second floor of
the Vertical Campus, questions
about what the USG is, what it
does and how it operates arise.
Other questions frequently include “Why should I vote for this
team?” or “What separates this
team from the other?”
The catch this year is that there
was only one team running on the
ballot: Next in Lex. And with only
one team running, the questions
outlined at the top of this column
come into place. Truth be told,
these are relevant questions and
deserve answers.
Every USG needs support
from the student body. The job of
serving students has never been
cookie-cutter or pre-defined. It is
a job that is dependent on feedback from constituents, and campaigning leading up to and during
USG elections is a very efficient
way of collecting that feedback.

Whether someone on the ballot is
waving a flier to students who just
got off an express elevator or they
are sitting down discussing USG’s
goals with a single student on the
plaza, both allow us to hear from
our community.
Conversations like those lead to
something else: votes. When this
feedback translates into lines at
the polls, it does two things. First,
it demonstrates to members of our
community that students are supporting their USG, the body that is
meant to serve and protect them.
Secondly it gives everyone an opportunity to contribute. As cliche
as it might seem, someone’s voice
is behind every vote. And the only
voices in USG elections are those
of the students.
If you did not get the chance to
vote this year, make it a mission to
do so next year. During every election, there are vital issues that are
discussed. Last year, when NextGen Baruch and Lift Baruch ran on
the ticket, the college’s infamous
“2-Peat” policy was a major talking
point of the election.
This year, the need to defend
against unnecessary increases in
the student activity fee are of interest, in addition to easier access
to GMAT, GRE and LSAT test prep
for students looking to pursue
grad school.
For those who have not attended an undergraduate student Senate meeting before, this Tuesday is
going to mark our 13th meeting for
the Spring 2015 semester. We meet
at 5:30 p.m. every Tuesday in VC
3-270 and hope to see you there.
Refreshments will be served.
Connor Levens is the president of
Baruch USG. He may be reached at
connor.levens@usgbaruch.com.

Alarming lack of clarity in trade deal
THE POLITICKER

STEPHEN ELLIOTT

I

f you allow yourself to believe
that evolution as a concept is
progressive, that as all things
grow and change they are better
than they were before, then it follows that the world economy today
is better off than it was centuries
ago. Globalization has changed
the landscape of economics, freeing capital and labor from their
geographical tethers and exporting the best ideas and theories
along global shipping lanes.
The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), a proposed 12-nation
trade accord between 11 Pacific
Rim countries, sans China and the
United States, is the most ambitious trade deal attempted to date.
If it is fully adopted, the foundations of the global economy will
inevitably change.
While the specifics of the deal
are still classified, what is known
of the deal is both revolutionary
and contentious. According to
the United States Trade Representative, the TPP’s goals are to
“eliminate tariffs and other barriers to goods and services trade
and investment, so as to create
new opportunities for our workers and businesses and immediate benefits for our consumers.”
The negotiations primarily focus
on market liberalization, regulatory coherence intellectual property protection and “investor-state
arbitration.” These goals seem fair

and wholly beneficial for all parties
involved, unless one looks beyond
the press release.
There are red flags abounding
in what little we have been given
access to. First, we can look to who
is carrying out these negotiations.
Present at the negotiations, in addition to federal trade representatives, are lawyers speaking on behalf of transnational corporations.
The fact that these corporations
have access to the terms of the deal
yet neither the American people
nor their Congress do is disconcerting. While this can be defended as pragmatism, it speaks to the
priorities of the nations forming
the deal. In the words of Massachusetts Sen. Elizabeth Warren,
D-MA, “When giant corporations
get to see the details and the American people don’t, we all lose.”
Members of Congress on either
sides of the aisle have fought for
the details to be disclosed, only
to be met with silence. President
Barack Obama, has been pushing
legislation through the Senate that
will “fasttrack” the negotiations by
forcing Congress to strictly vote
“up or down” on the trade deal,
not on amendments. Critics have
called the fast-track unconstitutional, because Congress is endowed the right to negotiate trade
deals—not the executive. Despite strong opposition, it passed
through the Senate with ease.
Worse, the likely result of the
TPP is fewer jobs, not more. Using
the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) as a roadmap for what is likely to come, it is
evident why many in opposition to
the TPP argue that it will kill jobs
and hurt the economy. NAFTA, despite quadrupling trade between
Canada, Mexico and the United
States, has been decried as exploitative and oligarchical. Opponents
of NAFTA see the TPP as “NAFTA

on steroids,” as it has the potential
to open up corporate safe havens
for tax evasion and cheap labor,
to crush domestic exports with
cheaper imports and for its refusal
to address currency manipulation.
The Obama administration
is steadfast in its defense of the
TPP despite resistance from his
own party. Secretary of State John
Kerry argued that it would create upwards of 650,000 jobs and
rake in $77 billion in gains from
trade. However, these facts have
been disputed as inaccurate. Many
trade economists worth their salt
agree that job growth is neither
the object for trade nor a longterm outcome. Not to mention,
the math used by the government
to derive this number was flawed.
There is no guaranteed estimate
for job growth, but there is a high
probability that jobs will be lost.
If corporate havens negotiated by corporate lawyers behind
closed doors are not enough to
terrify you, consider the “investor-state arbitration” portion of
the TPP. According to documents
leaked in 2012, the deal lays out a
framework that would essentially
allow transnational corporations
to dispute any statute that impedes on their ability to conduct
global business locally, federally
and internationally.
It is easy to frame the TPP as
abusive and problematic for the
average American, and even more
so for citizens of developing nations. Dubious job growth prospects and the potential for billions
in corporate profits that will likely
never reenter the economy are
hardly convincing goals to pursue.
Despite fervent opposition on the
part of presidential hopefuls and
pot stirrers, the TPP looks poised
to succeed. Perhaps it is not all
doom and gloom, but the future
seems bleak.

Student debt is a depressing hardship

Free money is not so free

Governments and universities are doing very little to tackle the issue of ever-increasing student debt

t the University of Iowa
on April 11, Republican
presidential candidate and
Kentucky Sen. Rand Paul came
bearing gifts. As he courted the
college vote, he dusted off an
idea he floated in 2014: tax credits for student loans and raising
income ceilings on deductions for
interest payments.
Its appeal is open to objections
that no college student or family can overlook. Paul has given
the promise of free money and
new life as an answer to President
Barack Obama’s proposal of free
community college for all.
College students today face
“debt peonage.” According to the
Federal Bank of St. Louis, outstanding student loan debt is estimated to be around $1 trillion and
growing. A Federal Bank of New
York report shows that student
debt rose “an average of 14 percent
a year” in the past decade.
Paul’s plan for student debt
relief is a restatement of a TV scenario in The West Wing.
At first blush, Paul’s words were
appealing since they seemingly offered the likelihood of advantage
and relief to American families. If
we look further than what is obvious, his easy formulation to a
complex matter is regressive in
the same way as Steve Forbes’ Flat
Tax, since it favors the rich and disadvantages the less wealthy, the
working class and the poor.
In no way does student tax-deductibility rein in the “higher education bubble” of debt, as college
tuition climbs, at times outstripping the current inflation rate of
0.07 percent.
College Board statistics for tuition and fees as of 2014 indicate
that for public two-year colleges
inflation rose by 2.5 percent, while
public four-year colleges rose by
3.5 percent.

I

n 1970, a college degree was
a ticket to the middle class.
Four years of tuition at a public university came with a price
tag of roughly $500. Adjusted for
inflation, that rounds to just over
$3000 today. Now, that price tag
has exploded. Today, tuition at
most public universities regularly
exceeds $10,000 dollars a year
without room and board. For out
of state students, that number often doubles.
Let us create a hypothetical
student who we will call Bob. Bob
attends our favorite university, Baruch College, which is considered
among the most affordable and
top public colleges in the nation.
We will assume that Bob is not
eligible for any financial aid, has
received no scholarships and does
not work. While this is not the typical example at Baruch, it will help
to understand what hundreds of
thousands of students are going
through at more expensive universities all around the country and
even right here in New York. This
does not even take into account
students at private universities,
where tuition fees are even higher.
Tuition for Baruch is currently
$6,330 a year. Assuming there are
no fee increases, Bob graduates in
exactly four years and takes neither
winter nor summer classes, tuition
alone will cost him $25,320. Of
course, assuming all that is naive.

Tuition fees are rising, graduating
in four years is statistically unlikely
and it is very possible that Bob will
take summer or winter classes.
This does not even take into account the cost of being a student,
which as we know is frighteningly
expensive, especially in New York
City. Food, transportation and
textbooks are just some of the
costs we incur. For those of us who
do not live with our parents, the
cost frequently doubles. Taking all
that into account pushes the cost
of attending Baruch, from start to
finish, is much closer to $60,000
rather than $26,000.
And here is where the debt
crisis becomes alarming. Approximately 70 percent of college
graduates incur student loan debt.
Worse still, the problem is expanding, as governments pull funding,
colleges raise tuition to maintain
their standards. This is a major
problem, not just because it shows
how apathetic the government has
become on the issue, but because
of where it pushes students: further into the rabbit hole of debt.
Instead of being free to pursue their interests and passions,
students are forced to pick “safe”
majors, majors that increase job
security but are frequently wrong
for them. How often do we walk
the halls of Baruch, listening to the
gripes of our peers, so incensed
because though they would rath-

Instead of being free to pursue their interests and passions,
students are forced to pick “safe” majors, majors that increase
job security but are frequently wrong for them.

er major in public affairs, they
are forced into accounting? And
of course, let us not forget that a
bachelor’s degree is no longer the
guarantee it once was. This has led
to roughly 1.3 million college graduates, each saddled with tens of
thousands of dollars in debt, who,
very frequently have no way to pay
the debt back. At the same time,
high interest rates on loans make it
even tougher for college graduates
to pay off their loans.
The effects do not just limit
themselves to the students themselves. Student debt also has a profoundly depressing effect on the
economy. Those with student debt
are less likely to take jobs with nonprofits or non-governmental organizations, start their own business,
buy a house or even move out of
their parents’ house after college.
Instead of acting as consumers,
students are using their money to
pay down their debt, which hurts
the economy as a whole.
There are many more arguments that detail how bad student
debt is getting: graduate and professional school debt, debt from
private universities, and the fact
that debt is not dischargeable
when you file for bankruptcy. Yet
the government and universities
are doing very little.
Student loans have reversed
what college was in the 1970s.
A degree once all but guaranteed employment and a middle
class life. However, in order to be
qualified for most types of work
and live a comfortable lifestyle,
it is now a necessity; a necessity
that very often prevents those who
aspire to that lifestyle from ever
achieving it.
-Bernard Agrest
Pol. Sci. ’15

A

Sallie Mae is among the current major loan services, including major banks, with the right to
collect payment on loans. It is the
largest student lender program in
the United States and growing. As
overseer of student loans, it stands
to improve its portfolio by billions
over the next decade as a receipt
of lucrative government contracts
that guarantee fees.
According to the Department
of Education, as of 2011, the
three-year default rates were, on
average, 12.9 percent for public
institutions and 7.2 percent for
private colleges.
On one hand, part of the problem is the poor economy, the absence of good paying jobs for college graduates and the continuing
erosion of state and federal funding for education.
On the other hand, paradoxically, the free flow of grants,
such as Pell—despite complicated lending rules—offer “free”
money for higher education, a
necessary requirement for future
economic growth.
So, instead, we have a growing
debt bubble that should remind us
of the 2008 crash. Yet, neither Congress nor Paul offers anything but
an ineffective remedy.
Massachusetts Sen. Elizabeth
Warren does have a solution. To
rope in the debt explosion, she
suggests charging students the
same low rates we charge bailedout banks. Congress voted down
her proposal.
Little wonder, Paul is willing
to sacrifice our college borrower
Isaacs, through the hocus pocus of
diminished government and putting the debt burden on the average poor working stiffs, at the altar
of free enterprise and individual
free will.
-Robert Cambria
Journalism
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Shell joins with BG in the biggest sector merger in five years
BY MARIA MARKOWICZ
STAFF WRITER

A $70 billion merger between
Royal Dutch Shell and BG Group
forged what is considered as the
biggest oil company merger in over
a decade.
When the news broke, BG
Group’s stocks on the London
Stock Exchange increased from
910.40 Great British pence ($13.55)
on April 7, which was the last business day before the announcement
of the merger was made public, to
1,194 Great Britain pence ($17.77)
on April 21. Meanwhile, Royal
Dutch Shell’s stocks on the New
York Stock Exchange fluctuated,
starting at $61.95 on April 7, followed by a low of $59.40 on April 9,
before it climbed back up to $62.42
by April 21.
Shell has a lot to gain from the
merger, including a 25 percent increase of the company’s oil and
gas reserves, a 20 percent boost in
oil production as well as a boost
to Shell’s global and deep-water
growth.
With oil prices at approximately 60 percent of what they were in
April 2014, it is not a surprise that
oil companies may want to merge
in order to increase their outreach.
In fact, the merger between the
Royal Dutch Shell and BG Group
is not the first in the industry. On
April 16, the Oil and Gas Financial
Journal reported that ACON Investments partnered with Citla Energy,
a Mexican oil and gas company, in
order to expand the Mexican energy sector. Though, it should be
noted that this merger is not nearly
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The merger between Royal Dutch Shell and BP Group will make Shell twice as big as its closest competitor, Exxon.
as large as the one between BG
and Shell.
When speaking at the CERAWeek conference in Houston, Vagit Alekperov, president of Lukoil,
stated that the merger between
BG Group and Royal Dutch Shell
is only the beginning, with other
companies likely to follow suit, Reuters reported.
“When energy prices are high,
oil companies are happy to keep
drilling. But when prices decline,
producers often find themselves in
a cost crunch, and weaker firms become attractive takeover targets,”
CNN Money recently reported.

Another more strategic reason
for Shell to initiate the merger is the
increased outreach the company
will have, which can be attributed
to BG Group’s extensive drilling
operations and billion-dollar investments in several countries, including Brazil, East Africa, Egypt
and Australia.
But the transaction also comes
with some setbacks, including BG
Group’s $12 billion debt and Brazil’s
recent corruption charges against
Petroleo Brasileiro, also known as
Brazil’s state-run oil company.
For regular workers, the merger
might result in minor job loss in

both companies.
Considering the fact that the
merger will create one of the biggest liquified natural gas producing
companies, Shell will also have to
appeal for approvals from antitrust
agencies in several nations, including the member states of the European Union.
As an effort to please the shareholders, Shell promised potential,
pre-tax financial benefits of $2.5
billion per year as well as the repurchase of the company’s stocks,
worth roughly $25 billion, which
is to take place between 2017
and 2020.

The announcement did not result in a favorable opinion among
investors, and the overall effect of
the merger on Shell stock value
is still quite uncertain, although
it is likely that the company will
see a value increase in the long
run. In fact, the combined company expects asset sales between
2016 and 2018 to total roughly
$30 billion.
When talking about the merger,
the CEO of Royal Dutch Shell, Ben
van Beurden said, “We will be concentrating on fewer themes, and at
a larger scale, to drive profitability and balance risk, and unlock
more value from the combined
portfolios.”
A report recently released
by the BG Group shows that for
each BG share, the group’s current shareholders will receive
383 pence, or roughly $5.75, and
0.4454 Shell B Shares, amounting
to BG Group’s current shareholders
owning roughly 19 percent of the
merged company.
The same document provides
a summary of financial returns
that the merger hopes to accomplish. For one, the combined group
hopes that the deep water and integrated gas could each generate
anywhere between $15 and $20 billion per year.
Another possible source of income are the upstream and downstream engines, which could bring
in another $15 to $20 billion per
year. Other “long-term positions”
could add another $10 billion a
year, creating a total income that
could amount to as much as $70
billion a year.

Pepsi becomes NBA drink Global music sales show shifting trend
BY JAMILA WRIGHT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

PepsiCo Inc. recently announced it will replace Coca-Cola
Co. as the official beverage partner
of the National Basketball Association. Coke has teamed up with the
Major League Soccer and will pursue other avenues of partnership.
Pepsi has become the NBA’s
exclusive food and beverage sponsor, taking the place of Coke, which
had the sponsorship for 28 years.
Pepsi now has sponsorships with
all the major U.S. sports leagues,
including the National Football
League, Major League Baseball
and the National Hockey League.
The soda giant plans for new
retail and advertising campaigns
under the NBA logo for snacks like
Doritos and Ruffles, as well as beverages. The new deal also makes
Pepsi the official sponsor of the
NBA All-Star Game.
Pepsi has an existing relationship with the NBA through Gatorade, which has been a partner
with the league for more than
30 years.
“Gatorade is woven into the
fabric of the NBA,” Pepsi CEO Indra Nooyi said at a joint press conference with the NBA in New York.
“Now, we will bring our other
brands into the league.”
With the multi-year deal, Pepsi
hopes to expand its production
horizons through its association
with the NBA. Nooyi said Pepsi
would also work with its Chinese
partner, Tingyi, in the basketball
league’s biggest foreign market.
Even with Pepsi’s new deal,
about half of the NBA teams will
continue to have contracts with
Coca-Cola and sell Coke products
in their arenas.
The partnership also does not
affect marketing involving NBA

stars, such as LeBron James, who
is sponsored by Coke.
Coca-Cola, in a seperate announcement, said it was teaming
up with the U.S. Soccer Federation
and MLS in a multi-year partnership that makes the soft-drink
company the official non-alcoholic beverage partner for U.S. Soccer
and the Mexican National Team’s
U.S. tour.
IEG, a sponsorship consultancy, estimates that Pepsi spent
$350-355 million on U.S. Sponsorships in 2014, while Coke spent
$290-295, the majority of which
went to sports.
Coke’s decision to not renew its
contract with the NBA could be a
result of the company’s plan to cut
costs by $3 billion a year through a
variety of measures, a mission that
was reported last October.
Senior editor at IEG, William
Chipps, said the NBA deal was a
“significant” win for Pepsi because
of the NBA’s growing popularity
abroad, especially in China.
Similarly, the Coca-Cola venture, along with its continued
sponsorship of the World Cup, is
also significant because soccer is
popular on a global scale.
An annual report by the industry tracker, Beverage Digest,
found that overall soda volume
slipped 0.9 percent. There has also
been poor sales performance of
diet soda.With the recent organic
and health food trends, soda volume has been declining in the U.S.
since 2004.
This concern weighs heavy
with a plethora of alternatives
in the beverage aisle. Diet sodas, a suggestively healthier alternative, has not been the saving grace in the matter of sales.
Instead, diet sodas have raised
concerns of the health effects of
artificial sweeteners.

BY STEVEN WEINER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The proportion of digital sales
in 2014 was nearly equal to revenue brought in by physical formats
for the first time ever. This is a new
digital age when people can use
services, such as Pandora and Spotify, to stream music with a click or
a tap wherever they are.
Last year, global revenue from
the recording industry dropped
0.4 percent to $14.97 billion. The
biggest selling album was the
soundtrack to the hit Disney film
Frozen, selling 10 million copies.
Pharrell Williams had the year’s
biggest selling single with “Happy,”
shifting 13.9 million copies.
However, it was the music
streaming sites that helped boost
digital sales. Users can pay to
subscribe to a commercial-free
streaming experience. If they like
a certain song, Internet users can
then go to a music downloading
platform and purchase it.
According to the International
Federation of the Phonographic
Industry, downloads and online
streaming produced $6.85 billion
in revenue last year, up 7 percent
from 2013. At $6.82 billion, physical formats made up 46 percent of
the industry’s total. The other $1.3
billion in revenue came from the
sale of music licenses for use in
movies and TV broadcasts.
The federation makes the estimates by taking into account
the wholesale value of music received by record labels and their
distributors.
According to The Wall Street
Journal, Sony Music International
CEO Edgar Berger said on a press
call that there was “no doubt that
paid subscription will be the predominant format.” At the moment,
people prefer listening through ad-

IFPI DATA

According to data, the largest portion of digital music sales comes from downloads.
supported free streaming. Through
a survey done by the federation,
35 percent of consumers used a
free service in the past 13 months
compared to 16 percent who paid
for a subscription. Nonetheless,
revenue from online music services rose 39 percent, up $1.57 billion, compared to 2013. About 41
million people pay for Spotify and
Pandora subscriptions, compared
to only 28 million people who
paid in 2013. Money is also made
from advertisers buying spaces on
the websites.
The composition of music
market shows that there is a variety of ways people listen to music
around the world. Buying physical copies of music is the format
of choice in many countries. This
includes 70 percent of the industry
market share for Germany, 78 percent for Japan and 62 percent for
South Africa.
On the other hand, Sweden is
completely dominated by streaming, and 92 percent of their digital
revenue comes from subscriptions.

In Canada, streaming is an emerging concept. Spotify, launched in
Canada at the end of September
2014, accounts for 8 percent of the
digital revenue there.
This year is going to be highly
competitive for streaming services.
Spotify, now available in 58 countries, continues expanding and
is raising hundreds of millions of
dollars from investors. YouTube is
introducing a paid service known
as Music Key, which allows music
to be played without continuously
watching the video.
Apple is expected to unveil its
own subscription service in the
next few days in collaboration
with Beats by Dre, which Apple
bought last year for $3 billion. The
service will be called Beats Music
and feature popular artists, such as
Taylor Swift and Florence and the
Machine. Jay Z has also recently
taken over Tidal, a high-definition
audio streaming service and has
signed up Madonna, Coldplay, Rihanna and Beyonce, among other
global artists.
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GE moves away from investment and sells GE Capital assets
BY AMANDA ELSAYED
STAFF WRITER

General Electric has recently
been making headlines due to an
important business decision involving slowly selling pieces of GE
Capital over the course of the next
two years.
GE Capital had provided GE
with the opportunity to remain
involved in the finance industry
for many years, all while staying
relevant in its own manufacturing
segment.
But this sector of business,
namely banking or lending, is actually losing its profitability while
quickly gaining riskiness.
It is becoming evident that
manufacturing and industry are
rapidly becoming the more fruitful segments to operate in while
financial dealings are losing their
attractiveness.
GE CEO Jeffrey R. Immelt,
who has held his position since
2001, quickly realized this and
has since wasted no time in preparing the company to get back
to its original purpose. He was
quote saying, “We’re always looking for ways to grow our industrial
businesses. We’ve got so many
investment opportunities in the
businesses we’re in today—oil and
gas and healthcare and aviation.”
After assisting the company
in recovering from the financial
crisis of 2008, Immelt quickly recognized that GE Capital played a
huge role in why the company as
a whole suffered such high losses,
mostly stemming from its inability to borrow money successfully
at the time. This is one of the primary reasons behind selling off
GE Capital.
Another motivator behind selling GE Capital deals with the fact
that GE is currently viewed as a
firm that is “too big to fail.” While

this may seem comforting to outside investors and consumers, for
a corporation, this just results in
heavier federal scrutiny and regulations. The technical term for “too
big to fail” is a “systemically important financial institution.”
A company that is designated
as a SIFI receives intense scrutiny
from federal regulatory agencies.
If the institution were to fail, it may
result in a domino effect and generate a financial crisis.
This is not to say that GE opposes the regulating that takes place.
Rather, the company will simply
face less pressure as it continues to
sell more assets of GE Capital.
The most recent success of the
company involves the selling of
real estate to the Blackstone Group
for $26.5 billion. This deal was
made privately with Jon Gray from
Blackstone, whom GE reached
out to personally. GE did not
want it to be publicly known that
these specific assets were for sale
in order to ensure a prompt and
efficient agreement.
With all the profits that GE will
attain through the sale of GE Capital, Immelt has proposed to spend
around $5 billion a year to expand
and enhance GE’s manufacturing
facilities. GE will also be participating in a stock buyback, which will
amount to about $50 billion, which
is one of the largest repurchases to
occur.
Furthermore, the company
seeks to reclaim about $36 billion
overseas through repatriation. Six
billion dollars in taxes are expected
to come from the repatriation.
Investors quickly showed their
approval of the sale of assets to
Blackstone, as shares immediately
began to rise upon release of the
news. The company’s stock price
rose almost 11 percent throughout
the day, closing at $28.51 on Friday,
April 10. GE had not seen a per-
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CEO Jeﬀrey R. Immelt, when asked about the selling of long-held GE Capital assets, said, “We are not sentimentalists.”
centage increase this substantial
since March 2009.
This positive feedback is a
glimpse of how supportive investors are of the selling of GE Capital
and lets GE know that once more
of it is sold, the company can expect further similar responses
from investors.
Though shareholders were
clearly excited by the events that
took place, there are critics of GE’s
current and future actions. Moody’s
decreased GE’s rating, stating that
the company’s plans will benefit
shareholders but leave creditors
at a disadvantage. Moody’s further
stated that though dividends paid
to shareholders increased, GE’s

earnings and growth have not followed suit. The rating company is
not supportive of GE’s plans to sell
GE Capital, as it argues that the
step will be detrimental to the company’s earnings.
Immelt is gaining confidence
and trust in the company and
in himself, as he has had to deal
with people strongly suggesting
he step down from his position
numerous times. Steven Winoker, an analyst at Bernstein Research stated, “Jeffrey Immelt will
have truly remade the company. This is a massive strategic
reallocation of capital and investment.”
The company has stated that it

is will remain interested in acquiring businesses, however, they will
focus their buying efforts on companies involved in the industrial or
manufacturing sector.
This will prove to be more beneficial for the company as this will
still be relative to what GE is knowledgeable about and, therefore, will
be easier for the company to manage.
Feelings toward the future are
extremely optimistic, at least from
those involved in making these
large-scale decisions. As for now,
GE must just concentrate on maximizing profits and investments in
the hopes of expanding the company in the years to come.

EC accuses Google of unfair advantage in online shopping services
BY ELIZABETH DASH
STAFF WRITER

The European Commission has
formally accused Google of favoring its Google Shopping services
over competitors when displaying
search results. The commission has
been investigating the tech giant’s
business practices due to suspicion
that the tech company is not abiding by antitrust laws and officially
made the accusation on Tuesday,
April 14. Google must respond to
these allegations within 10 weeks
and has the right to defend its business decisions before any further
action is taken.
European Commissioner for
Competition Margrethe Vestager
has continued her predecessor’s
efforts of investigating Google due
to the belief that the search engine
might be too dominant in the technology industry. The investigation
has been ongoing for the past five
years, but this is the first time the
EU has taken formal action against
the American company.
This case is very similar to the
commission’s investigation of Microsoft for the same issue of monopolistic characteristics. Within
10 years, the commission fined
Microsoft, with charges exceeding
2 billion euros and an additional
charge of 700 million euros in 2013
as a result of failing to abide by previous settlement agreements.
In addition to the commission, 24 smaller tech competitors
of Google have filed complaints
accusing the company of reducing competition unethically. The
Wall Street Journal explained in
an article that the charges against
the company derive from four
major concerns. It claims that
Google’s search engine results are
biased, the company has agreements with advertisers that might
prevent them from promoting
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The oﬃcial complaint against Google was announced by European Union Competition Commissioner Margrethe Vestager.
similar search engine services, established contracts limit marketers from advertising elsewhere,
and search results limit content of
competitors’ websites.
In general, all of these accusations comprise one suspicion
that Google might be intentionally diverting the search engine’s
users from visiting competitors’
websites. Vestager is scheduled to
visit Washington, D.C. within the
next few days to discuss the allegations on U.S. soil and to explain
the investigations that have already
taken place.
Google has denied all such allegations and is preparing to present
its case within the upcoming weeks.

If it is determined that Google, in
fact, has been conducting unfair
business practices, Google could
be fined roughly $6.4 billion, which
is equivalent to about 10 percent of
the company’s last annual revenue.
Google would also then be required
to change the way it conducts business in Europe and would be regulated much more strictly.
In 2009, the European Commission fined Intel 1.6 billion euros as a result of abusing its market power. This has so far been the
greatest fine for a case involving
antitrust regulations.
In Europe, Google dominates
the search market with 90 percent
of Internet users preferring it. How-

ever, in the United States, the company only holds about a 65 percent
share in the market. This difference
can be explained by the presence
of Microsoft’s search engine, Bing,
which is also a popular resource
among Americans.
Google claims that its search
engine is designed around the
convenience of its users by providing them with “quick” and “direct”
service. The company issued a
statement on its blog, stating, “We
respectfully but strongly disagree
with the need to issue a Statement
of Objections and look forward
to presenting our case over the
weeks ahead.”
EU has also targeted Android,

an operating system designed by
Google, which it believes might
also be anticompetitive. The
Android system comprised 81
percent of the smartphone market
in 2014, according to the International Data Corporation. This is
not the first time the commission
would be concerned with Google’s
influence in the cellphone market.
In 2012, the company was targeted
with similar allegations as a result
of its acquisition of Motorola.
Google defended its business
with Android by proclaiming, “We
are thankful for Android’s success
and we understand that with success comes scrutiny. But it’s not
just Google that has benefited from
Android’s success.”
In the past, Google has voluntarily altered advertising and patent policies in order to avoid further antitrust investigations against
the company. However, if Google
is found guilty of purposely failing to abide by antitrust policies,
it might hinder business operations by limiting acquisitions and
startups funds.
This case will be a representation of all similar antitrust lawsuits
against the world’s leading technology companies. Their international
dominance has made it increasingly difficult for smaller companies in
Europe to compete with their large
market share. Such a large case
will be critical to determine what
exactly constitutes a monopoly or
even oligopoly. If the European
Commission fails on their attempt
to fine Google with such violations, antitrust laws might have to
be revaluated.
The main question involving such cases is whether large
technology companies use their
dominance in the market to their
own advantage unfairly or if such
dominance is simply a result of
consumer preferences.
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Segregated housing widens rich-poor gap among minorities
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Brooks argues that the nature of housing market feeds ethnic segregation.
BY KINDRA COOPER
STAFF WRITER

Through housing segregation,
the U.S. government has been able
to treat the real estate market as a
neatly compartmentalized filing
cabinet, with no folder for “miscellaneous.”
Policies such as redlining, in
which financial institutions approved homeownership loans and
mortgages based on racial selectivity, have entrenched the income inequalities that prevail today.
In fact, according to Richard
Brooks, adjunct professor at the
Yale School of Law, the very nature
of the housing market feeds the historical rifts created by racially restrictive covenants, which deemed
select skin colors or religions as de-

sirable homebuyers in a given area.
“Even without any formal legal
enforcement, the fact that these
covenants are part of the public
record are conveying signals to
people about the expectations and
the behaviors of people in the community, and this sends signals to
purely rational economic actors,”
Brooks said at the 2015 Spring Ackerman Lecture at Baruch College
on April 21, titled “Save the Neighborhood-Racially Restrictive Covenants, Laws, and Social Norms.”
After the landmark Shelley v.
Kraemer case in 1948, the Supreme
Court struck down covenants and
racial zoning based on constitutional violations, but money-minded real estate brokers picked up the
slack in order to shore up home
prices. “Steering” prospective

homebuyers to designated neighborhoods became the norm.
“The Supreme Court says that
while it’s true that states can’t engage in zoning neighborhoods,
nothing stops private individuals from reaching an agreement
among themselves that they will
not sell their homes to individuals
of designated races, nationalities,
religions .... That means that subsequent buyers are bound by the
same agreement,” Brooks said.
The real bane of the matter, he
pointed out, is that the success of
securing a loan is predicated on
property values as collateral. A
racially restrictive covenant on a
home, although non-enforceable in
today’s legal environment, diminishes home value just as if a landfill or nuclear reactor were erected
next door. It flags the neighborhood
as disfavoring certain races—even
if the sentiment applied 50 years
ago—and increases the probability
of “white flight” if minorities begin
to move in.
Speaking from personal experience of being denied a loan, Brooks
said, “The bank knows that there
is some chance that when I move
into that neighborhood, there may
be flight. When there’s white flight,
property values are going to fall.
When property values fall, the collateral I’m giving the bank suddenly isn’t as valuable.”
The increase of income among
minorities has given rise to what
Indiana University Ph.D. candidate Samuel Kye dubbed “ethnoburbs,” middle-upper class suburbs populated mostly by minority
ethnic groups.

This underscores scant appetite
among whites and minorities to
share a picket fence or attend Little
League matches together.
Statistically, segregation has
far from abated. Data compiled by
Brown University sociologist John
Logan evidences that black and
Hispanic households earning over
$75,000 a year live in neighborhoods with a higher poverty rate
(10.6 percent) than whites earning less than $40,000 annually (7.9
percent), meaning that the filing
cabinet is still organized by race
rather than income brackets even
for those who can afford better.
In the 1970s, the township of
Willingboro, New Jersey, requested
an ordinance prohibiting homeowners from posting “For Sale” and
“Sold” signs on their lawns in an effort to cap rampant white flight and
a subsequent nosedive in property
prices.
An exorbitant number of homes
on the market in a particular neighborhood often meant that white
households were scampering, and
it was a matter of time before “inferior” races would “encroach” and
drive resale prices down.
“[The NAACP] recognized that
removing the signs would allow the
neighborhood to stay stably integrated, because the moment everybody else in the neighborhood
thought ‘All my neighbors are going be black,’ there would be white
flight,” said Brooks.
However, the Supreme Court
overturned the ordinance based
on a violation of First Amendment
right to freedom of speech. “It’s one
of the great ironies of covenants,”

Brooks sighed.
Racial zoning in the United
States, Brooks said, drew inspiration from the apartheid regime in
South Africa when the Nationalist Party came to power in 1948,
where segregated transportation,
restaurants, entrances and public
restrooms seemed a natural extension to job reservation and zoned
neighborhoods.
“However, the United States
chose to do it through private contract, and that had huge implications,” Brooks countered. “This was
something that happened through
private individuals, private action,
and it happened through contract
and it became normalized. That’s
what makes it harder in some ways
to undo the effect because of that
early momentous choice.”
Is the housing segregation that
persists today purely the product
of “rational economic actors” subscribing to a system in which home
prices fluctuate based on racial
majority in a given area? Can it,
therefore, not be called racism but
purely rational behavior?
“What covenants did by tying
discrimination to property values
is that it really made it not a question about race or racism,” Brooks
admitted.”
“It was really just an independent market decision about property. We were able to separate
ourselves from the racial effects of
these decisions. It became a neutral decision. The normalization of
law and covenants really provided
a route to avoid the moral implications of what was going on,” he concluded.

Students examine hierarchical interaction in professional settings
BY CHRISTINE LEUNG
STAFF WRITER

In the business world, where
one’s network affords infinite possibilities, there are boundaries as to
where bosses and employees stand.
The question has been raised as to
whether bosses can be friends with
their employees without compromising their authority. New York
Times blogger Jay Goltz believes
that bosses and their employees
should form a friendship prior to
extending that relationship into the
context of the business association.
Employees should view their
boss as a mentor, and themselves
as an individual who works with
the boss and looks out for the best
interests of the company. Baruch
College club leaders share similar
opinions on how the relationship
between a boss and an employee
should be within their student
clubs.
“Compromise is the middle
ground,” Tracie Mai, a senior accounting major, confirmed. Mai
is president of the United Chinese
Language Association and strives
to promote and educate students
on Chinese culture. “I believe that
a close-knit personal relationship
should not disrupt the work environment, thus remaining as productive and as professional as it
needs to be. Communication is an
important factor in any work environment,” Mai continued.
Leadership styles can vary
from club to club, with the goal of
maintaining its strong structure
and foundation. Mai believes that
within the club’s community, it is
essential that the majority of the
club abide by any final decision or
proposal by leadership.
Mai stated, “Instead of the president having the biggest say and
making the final decision, I go by
majority vote. I highly encourage
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The desirable level of friendship among employees depends on the extent of formality in the workplace.
all our leaders within the club to
express their opinions and bring up
any disagreements.”
Goltz believes that perhaps the
definition of what a friend is may
alter the relationships formed by
bosses and employees. Because
there are infinite definitions of
what a friend is, relationships may
differ from one network to another.
“Bosses direct their businesses
with success in mind. Of course,
this entails economic success
but it also includes the quality
of wellbeing of their employees,”
Leighvanni Sison, a junior finance
major, claimed. Sison is the president of culture club Filipinos Uniting Students In Other Nations, or
F.U.S.I.O.N.
“There should be always be a
neutral standing between bosses
and employees, or leaders and

members in this case, because
these positions are not exclusive
from each other. Employees drive
the operational functions of the
business, which form the foundation. Without their enthusiasm and
their hard work, any boss’s efforts
are futile,” Sison expressed.
In F.U.S.I.O.N., the executive
board members and the members
share a collaborative relationship
with the president. Sison believes
that working as a team and sharing
the responsibility of abiding by the
club’s mission statement creates a
great learning experience.
Leading an organization in a
school environment requires working with peers, which can go either
way. Oftentimes, these peers tend
to be friends, and it can prove difficult to get things done efficiently.
“It’s like trying to switch on and

off your leader mode with your
friends,” Sison stated.
Carolyn Huang, a sophomore
majoring in marketing and president of the Taiwanese Student Association, also believes that communication is critical and is a must
in any work environment.
“There will always be a gap between the employers and the employees. It is important to make
sure the employer explains their
vision clearly to the employees by
having regular evaluations and
meetings.” This technique is essential in order to keep any company
or club running efficiently.
However, Huang declared that
employees should also be selfmotivated to engage themselves in
asking questions, reaching out and
being organized.
She informed that being proac-

tive and interactive shows responsibility and is a bright attribute for
others to learn from. “Both parties
must have the responsibility to be
prepared for constant discussions,
to verify all performances are on
the right track.”
Huang continued, “I believe the
hierarchy system is still valuable. As
long as the employer and employee
have mutual respect for each other,
with the authority to self participate in periodic assessments.”
In TSA, Huang uses a leadership style that reconciles being visionary with being democratic. “I
like to set a common vision for all
my team members, to encourage
them to be innovative, to experiment and to calculate risks. As I’ve
said, I believe in a two-way participation between the executive
members and general members.
Teamwork enhances the overall
performance of the club, no individual can accomplish things by
themselves.”
Respect is another key element
Huang highlighted. “Transparency
is key when in an organization,
employers and employees should
be on the same page, and hence
the flow of information is needed.
Respecting each other makes the
work environment better. However,
the delegation of duties is priority.
Each role should be understanding
of what they are accountable for.”
The school environment is a
small-scale model of a work environment. Working with others
requires one to be flexible, openminded and cooperative. In a work
environment, the boundaries between the boss and its employees
are more clearly defined because
one enters the workplace knowing
what position is offered and how
it relates to others’ roles. The biggest difference is that in an actual
work environment, fewer mistakes
are permissible.
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BPAC hosts Alexander String Quartet for weeklong residency
A dedicated group of classical musicians made their return to the Baruch stage for a biannual performance and classroom lecture series at Engelman Recital Hall
BY DENISE GARCIA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The dimly lit, small and cozy
Engelman Recital Hall once again
played host to the Alexander String
Quartet. In the span of an hour,
the quartet filled the wooden and
limestone room with notes that
provoked a range of emotions—
joy, sadness, excitement and more.
The venue was filled with a diverse
crowd, ranging from college students to senior citizens.
The musicians’ dexterity was
evident as their bodies and instruments moved smoothly with every
note’s transition. The audience responded to the music with facial
expressions and smiles throughout
the show. Starting with Mozart’s
String Quartet No. 22 in B Major, K.
589 (1790), the musicians were able
to set a peaceful aura that transported the theatergoers to Mozart’s
very own composing space.
Contrary to Mozart’s String
Quartet No. 22, Brahms’ String
Quartet No. 1 in C Minor, Op. 51
(1873) started by awakening the
audience from its peaceful space
and creating a feel of adventure.
The allegro transitioned to a melancholic and reflective one, which
quickly accelerated into a euphoric
air again, as the quartet closed with
allegro.
Collocating Mozart and Brahms,
the string quartet was able to create
a harmonious presentation. Every
semester since 1998, the Alexander
String Quartet has held a weeklong
residency at Baruch College. Last

week, the quartet performed and
appeared as in-class guests for a
variety of disciplines. The quartet’s
mission is to examine classical music’s relationship with the subject.
At Baruch, the Alexander String
Quartet appears in courses like
math, music, psychology, art and
literature. Students are taught to
make connections in the live performance with their class material.
In addition to class appearance,
the quartet creates an opportunity
for music students to experience
live music performance. Senior
Blue Fischer, majoring in corporate

communication, said that he attended the concert as a math class
requirement in Fall 2014.
“Everything is transitioning to
digital; musicianship is very important. Live performers will be
very expensive. Seeing a live performance will be fresh air for the
generation that is used to music
production with digital sound,”
said Fischer.
The Alexander String Quartet
has earned critical acclaim for its
interpretations of Beethoven, Mozart and Shostakovich. The group
has performed throughout Europe.

In the United States, the group has
given performances at the Lincoln
Center and the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York as well as
in Boston and Washington, D.C.
The quartet was formed in New
York City in 1981. In 1985, it became the first American quartet
to win the London International
String Quartet Competition, thereby gaining international attention.
The quartet is based at the San
Francisco State University where it
holds residency.
The quartet has been playing
for over 30 years, having performed
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in major music venues in five continents. At Baruch, the group considers itself to be breaking down
barriers and building connections
between cultural figures and classical music. In the end, the audience
responded to the performance
with loud applause that echoed
throughout the room and a standing ovation.
Fischer said the performance
“felt like I was being brought back
to the original composer’s time
period. [With] the acoustics in the
room, if you close your eyes, you’re
immersed in the sound.”

The Alexander String Quartet
has earned critical acclaim
for its interpretations of
Beethoven, Mozart and
Shostakovich. The group
has performed throughout
Europe. In the United
States, the group has given
performances at the Lincoln
Center and the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York
as well as in Boston and
Washington, D.C.

The Alexander String Quartet has held weeklong residencies at Baruch every semester since 1998.

Unfriended captures audiences with use of well-known interface
BY DAMLA BEK
ARTS & STYLE EDITOR

At first glance, Levan Gabriaze’s
Unfriended, which hit theaters
across the country on April 17,
seems innocuous. The trailer paints
it as a horror film about cyberbullying gone supernaturally wrong
and indeed, the film was originally
slated to be called Cybernatural.
This change in title is indicative
of an underlying conflict of themes,
which the film fails to resolve. Gabriaze uses horror to draw attention to the bigger issues at play,
those especially prevalent in the
digital age, but it is unclear with
what moral message the audience
is actually supposed to come away.
Even considered as a standalone horror film, Unfriended is not
at all impressive. It plays with the
age-old trope of supernatural activity enabled and enhanced by technology. For example, consider the
scene in the 1982 film Poltergeist,
wherein a little girl makes contact
with the “other side” through a
TV set.
The TV is a staple of the American household; people fall asleep
with the TV on, completely vulnerable. To show the TV as a means of
channeling the unknown is to suggest that the TV itself is also inherently dangerous.
Similarly, Unfriended portrays
the computer as a portal through
which a vengeful spirit can torture
its victims from the afterlife. Contemporary computer use is fairly
ubiquitous, and people use the Internet without so much as a second
thought about digital media literacy. Older generations are often
critical of millennials and of Generation Z, insisting that they spend
too much time on social media and
part of that stems from a broader
fear of not the supernatural but
simply of technology. What does

the power of the Internet become
in the wrong hands?
So, on the one hand, Unfriended plays with this idea of haunted
media, leading viewers to believe
that media consumption gone unchecked is not only problematic
but also dangerous.
And on the other hand, it provides a more literal application of
that idea through the concepts of
virility, anonymity and cyberbullying. In other words, it falls back
on a tired trope, using horror as
a vehicle to make a convoluted
point about how safe the Internet
actually is.
Unfriended is a derivative of
the found footage genre of horror
in the sense that it is portrayed as
a screencast from someone’s computer. Take, for example, the video
of antagonist Laura Barns dying by
suicide via a gunshot to the head,
which is precisely how the film
opens. The idea is that somebody is
watching this video.
Laura is a pretty, sociable high
school student living in Fresno,
California. In life, she lacks any real
dimension in that she conforms to
the stereotype of the mean popular
girl. She is not exactly a saint and
often mistreats her peers. In death,
she is only marginally more interesting, given that she returns as a
demented spirit with every intention of making people suffer.
One night, she makes the mistake of getting indignantly drunk
around a group of people who do
not quite have her best interests in
mind. She makes a fool of herself
on camera and is filmed in a largely
unnecessary close-up after she
soils herself. This is the next video
featured in the film’s found footage
lineup, so the person watching the
video goes from Laura’s suicide to
her downfall.
She faces an endless slew of torment at the hands of her classmates

and, thus, kills herself. Ironically,
she is even more popular in death.
The audience learns that they
are watching from the perspective
of the sweet, virginal Blair Lily, a
childhood friend of Laura’s. The
audience sees her initiate a rather
racy Skype call with her boyfriend,
Mitch Roussel, though the two are
interrupted by their other friends—
Adam Sewell, Jess Felton and Ken
Smith—as well as a faceless user
who they cannot seem to get rid
of. It has been a year since Laura’s
death, and the friends have come
together over Skype to catch up.

Mitch begins getting strange
messages from Laura’s obviously
inactive account. This is the second
indicator that things are not quite
right. They also cannot seem to get
rid of “billie227.”
It is important to note that not
even one of the seven characters
in the film, including Laura, is likeable. This makes Unfriended rather
difficult to swallow.
In short, things go awry, as Laura, Mitch, Adam, Jess and Ken learn
terrible secrets about one another.
Each time one of them tries to disconnect from the call, he or she is

killed in a gruesome, though befitting, manner; Ken sticks his hand
in a blender and Jess ends up with
a hair straightener shoved down
her throat.
It becomes clear that Laura has
returned from the dead to make
each of these people suffer for their
sins. And she succeeds, but the ultimate message of the film is unclear.
Gabriaze seems to think that the Internet is dangerous and that today’s
teens are vapid beyond likeability,
but the film leaves viewers wanting something more, some sort of
resolution.
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Unfriended is presented as found footage, which creates the illusion of watching from a computer screen.
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Icelandic artist Bjork showcases her eccentricities at MoMa
BY AMANI JAMES
STAFF WRITER

Bjork is not just singer or songwriter but an innovator of these
times. She has been able to captivate the world with her eccentricities. For the last 20 years, she has
pushed the boundaries through
art, music and design. The Museum of Modern Art presents a
complex perspective through the
presentation of her collaborative
art career.
On the first floor of MoMA, the
beautifully constructed wooden
instruments used on Bjork’s album
Biophilia (2011) are spread across
the floor. These large but intricate
instruments range from pipe organs, gravity harp, a Tesla coil and
a gameleste.
These instruments only serve
a small piece of Bjork’s creative
process, though their massive
size makes it clear that her aesthetic is like no other. Each instrument serves an individual
purpose that cannot simply be
recreated by technology like most
music today. Instead, it brings
back the quality that a lot of music
is lacking in such a technologydriven world.
As the sounds take over one’s
thoughts, the actions on the screen
create an image that the brain is
not used to seeing. In a room full of
quiet breathing and light from the
massive high-definition screens,
the experience can be overwhelming and alarming. But as the
sounds begin, one is quickly aware
that this is like nothing one has ever
experienced.
As Bjork appears on screen in
what seems like more of an artistic expression than a dress, she is
on her knees moving in a pulsing
motion in a cave. As she moves, the
sound begins; produced by a higher quality than what many people

These instruments only
serve a small piece of Bjork’s
creative process, though their
massive size makes it clear
that her aesthetic is like no
other. Each instrument serves
an individual purpose that
cannot simply be recreated
by technology like most
music today. Instead, it brings
back the quality that a lot
of music is lacking in such a
technology-driven
world.

Homogenic serves as Bjork’s third studio album, released in 1997 after a dangerous run-in with a mentally ill fan.
are used to, its uniquely engineered
design is very clear. There are over
20 speakers strategically placed to
provide the highest level of highdefinition sound possible. Many
assume that that the black tubelike materials covering the walls are
simply to add to the visual aspect of
the installation. Instead, they allow
the sounds to bounce off the wall,
making the experience that more
impactful while soundproofing
the room.
With only 100 visitors allowed to
enter the exhibit at a time, visitors
are given the opportunity to fully
engulf themselves in the art before
them. “Black Lake” is a song from
Bjork’s recently released album,
Vulnicura. This song serves as the
lyrical guideline in which the video is following. Serving as Bjork’s
ninth studio album, it provides an

BBC sci-fi favorite returns
BY JONATHAN ALBUJAR
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The 2013 hit Orphan Black has
returned for a third season. The
Canadian sci-fi drama series premiered in 2013, with the latest season opening on April 20.
The series attempts to draw the
viewer in from the opening scene.
As the main character, Sarah Manning (Tatiana Maslany), arrives
at a train platform, she witnesses
another woman placing down her
belongings. The stranger seems to
be moving closer toward an oncoming train, seemingly preparing
to die by suicide. Seconds before
the mysterious woman flings herself to her death, Sarah notices that
the woman looks exactly like her.
Although Sarah initially steals the
woman’s identity, she is quickly
thrust into a conspiracy involving
human cloning.
The first clones introduced in
the series are Sarah Manning and
Elizabeth Childs. Sarah, a con
artist, seizes the opportunity of
Elizabeth’s suicide by moving into
her house and emptying her bank
account. She quickly realizes that
her dead clone was a police officer,
and her plans go up in smoke. Sarah is also targeted by an assassin,
who turns out to be a clone.
Sarah’s foster brother, Felix, is played by Jordan Gavaris.
Maria Doyle Kennedy plays her
foster mother, Mrs. S, and Skyler Wexler plays her biological
daughter, Kira. Kira is frequently
targeted throughout the series by
the Dyad Institute, which is behind the clone conspiracy. The
mystery behind Sarah being able
to have a child is central to the
series’ plot.
The assassin, Helena, is yet another clone. Helena is a religious
zealot from Germany and is now in
pursuit of her clones to kill them.
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Although Helena at first seemingly
enjoys killing her clones, she later
struggles with her actions, especially when she comes face to face
with Sarah.
Alison Hendrix, a suburban
soccer mom, is also a clone. Alison is initially unaware of the existence of her clone sisters until
Sarah seeks her out due to their
geographical proximity. Like Sarah, Alison also has two adopted
children, since she is unable to
procreate because of her biological makeup. She is conservative
and protective of her family, which
vaults her into action to help
Sarah in her mission to unravel
the conspiracy.
Cosima Niehaus rounds out the
four clones central to the Orphan
Black universe. Cosima is a Ph.D.
candidate studying microbiology at the University of Minnesota.
She also befriends Sarah early on
in the series and aids Sarah’s pursuit of their origin with Alison.
She is the brain of the trio, balancing her studies with figuring out
how they all came to be. Together,
they discover that they all have
someone monitoring their every
move, which sends them all on a
hunt over who in their lives that
might be.
Orphan Black has remained at
the top of critics’ must-watch lists
over the last few years because of
its unique storyline and the ethical questions it presents. Cloning
has always raised scientific and
religious debates, and seeing their
effects on television has gripped
viewers.
Maslany’s acting chops have
also allowed her to elevate the program, as she has to portray other
clones besides the four main ones.
As long as the series continues
to raise the bar season after season, Orphan Black will continue
to succeed.

alternative sound within a world of
heavily commercial pop music.
When exiting “Black Lake,” cinema provides audiences with a
look into some of Bjork most iconic
music videos. As oversized red
cushions cover the floor inside the
room, visitors are given the opportunity to continue the manifestation of Bjork as the videos play on
a cinematic screen in front of them.
One video that catches attention is
“All Is Full Of Love” (1999).
The video begins with what
seems to be a female robot laying down on an all-white elevated
platform as machines tug and
pull at her to do what seems to be
maintenance.
Once the robot begins to sing, it
is clear that it is Bjork. As the video
continues, another robot begins to
sing background for Bjork. How-

ever, the video takes a controversial turn when both female robots
kneel together on the platform and
touch and kiss each other in a human, intimate way. These same two
robots can be found on display in
“Songlines,” which serves as the
most intriguing and unique part of
the exhibition.
But for the most innovative part
of the exhibit, visitors are required
to wear headphones connected
to an iPod while a pre-recorded,
40-minute record plays as they
walk through the exhibit.
In “Songlines,” visitors walk
through an interactive maze that
progresses through the life of Bjork
through sound, images, biographical narrative as well as objects. This
part of the exhibition requires a
timed ticket since space as well as
technology is limited.

In this walk-through, some of
Bjork’s most memorable costumes,
portraits and props are presented.
The headphones provide the narrative of a woman going through
life’s milestones by intertwining
some of Bjork’s most interesting
songs to tell the story. This musical ability to capitalize on the use of
many different types of sounds and
engineering leaves audiences immersed in the exhibit.
With the use of music, Bjork has
been able to provide the world with
another perspective. Her uncompromised passion gives her work
an authenticity that cannot be duplicated. Her work withstands the
test of time as she continues to
evolve within her own boundaries,
with no sense of society’s expectation affecting it. This exhibition is a
reflection of that evolution.
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Science & Technology
Physicist Myriam Sarachik speaks on female rights in sciences
BY MARIA MARKOWICZ
STAFF WRITER

The event, “Advocating for
Women in Science: Advocating
for the Human Rights of all Scientists,” took place at the City College
of New York on April 23. It was the
final speech in a series titled “Presidential Conversations: Activism,
Scholarship, and Engagement.”
The speaker, Myriam Sarachik,
is a distinguished professor of
physics at CCNY. The event concentrated on Sarachik’s life story
and experiences as an advocate for
human rights as well as women’s
rights in the field of science.
The first 40 minutes of the event
featured a presentation on Sarachik’s life, career and other important experiences, including her
escape from Nazi-controlled territories during World War II and her
journey to scientific prominence.
The presentation was followed by
50 minutes of conversation between Sarachik, two members of
the science faculty at CCNY and
members of the audience, mostly
consisting of fellow CCNY faculty.
Sarachik began the seminar
with a recollection of her high
school reunion, during which she
told the story of her success.
“A number of women came up
to me and said, ‘you know, you
just told my story’,” the scientist recalled, setting grounds for the central point of the seminar—women
in science have to work harder than
their male counterparts in order to
earn their achievements.
But the physicist’s story is arguably much more difficult than that

of most of her female colleagues.
Born in 1933, in Antwerp, Belgium, her childhood memories are
dominated by World War II and her
family’s two attempts of escaping
occupied Belgium. Eventually her
family made its way to Cuba, where
Sarachik lived until the age of 14. In
1947, Sarachik’s family ultimately
chose to immigrate to America and
settle in New York City.
Physics was not her first choice;
Sarachik recalled that she could
have just as easily studied music. In
fact, the only reason she attended
the Bronx High School of Science
was because her parents wanted
her to. She then received her Ph.D.
in Columbia University because
Barnard College was “a good girl
school and didn’t offer science
courses.”
Despite her good grades and
what the speaker described as the
“golden age of physics,” finding a
job in the field was much harder
than it is today.
As her male classmates received well-paying science internships in top companies, Sarachik
was only offered low-paying secretary positions. And even when
men received between 10 and 20
invitations to job interviews, she
received none.
Things got even worse once
Sarachik became pregnant with
her first child. Colleagues urged
her to stay home, take care of
the baby and get a part-time
teaching job.
The physicist recalled that in the
past, people were oblivious to gender bias in the scientific community, though today they are more
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After her presentation, Sarachik (right) led the conversation with two members of CCNY faculty.
receptive. She ultimately found
employment in the same place she
is working today, CCNY. Over time,
conditions in the vast areas of science turned progressively better.
From the few women that held positions in the 1960s and 1970s, the
numbers slowly rose. “Things have
changed. Things have changed a
lot. It’s much better now, but that
doesn’t mean that this is still not a
problem,” Sarachik shared.
According to the National Center for Science and Engineering
Statistics workforce report, the proportion of women college students
rose from 46 percent in 1993 to 53
percent in 2013. But while the fe-

Sid Meier’s Starships not meant for PCs

ANSON CHAN
Taking place in the same universe as Sid Meier’s Civilization:
Beyond Earth, and functioning as
a type of a narrative sequel, is Sid
Meier’s Starships.
Naturally, this means that
Starships follows the same aesthetic and general gameplay as
Beyond Earth—a turn-based strategy game that lets players take
control of one of three unique
factions.
Like in Beyond Earth, players
can drastically customize their
factions to fit their playstyle, or
more specifically, their preferred
units. Utilizing a feature that is
fairly unique among other space
combat-based strategy games,
Starships lets players customize a
set of ships with things like weapons, shields and engines, which
also alters the appearance of
the ships.
From a gameplay perspective,
this lets players utilize various
strategies, whether they want to
simply steamroll their enemy with
long range weapons and fighters,
or have well-armed and fast ships
that can exploit the relatively weak
sides and rear of other ships, or a
mix of both.
To a degree, the environment
does limit the kinds of ships players can have, as asteroids and other celestial bodies can block lines
of sight and limit where the units
can move.

Oddly enough, the units cannot simply fly above or below such
asteroids, making it evident early
on in the game that the fighting
takes place on a two-dimensional
plane rather than anything even
resembling the three dimensions
of space.
To maintain a fleet of ships,
players can expand their interplanetary empire and try to build
influence with other planets by
completing
missions—invariably resulting in destroying or defending certain targets—for the
leaders of those planets. This, in
turn, provides various resources
if they choose to join the player’s empire. There is also a morale system that limits how long
a fleet can move around space
and participate in battles as the
player’s fleet will need to rest and
repair occasionally to maintain
maximum efficiency.
Unfortunately, while such
things, in theory, may sound like
an experience similar to Sins of
a Solar Empire, where the player
has to shift between managing an
empire and fleets, Starships falls
flat on the execution. For starters,
a player can only have one fleet
of ships, and if the fleet is lost,
the empire can be conquered due
to the planets’ lack of defenses.
For that matter, the planets under control cannot be upgraded
or otherwise managed to provide
more resources.
Empire management is also
simplistic, essentially limited to research and a very small array of political actions that allows the player
to interact with other empires.
Furthermore, there is no multiplayer option, meaning a player
has to play against the AI, which
alternates between decidedly
stupid and borderline cheating,
ultimately settling on mildly competent. This results in a rather unsatisfying campaign regardless of

male hold on institutions of higher
education slowly improved, several
matters remain unaddressed. Sarachik believes that these problems
can be broken down into three categories: “the two-body problem,”
the lack of a good child-care system
in the United States, and the biological and professional clocks.
The two-body problem describes the general disagreement
between spouses regarding who
should take care of the household
and who will work to support the
family. On a related note, the biological clock refers to the time period in which a woman can get pregnant, while the professional clock

Synesthesia may raise IQ
BY YING LI

There is no multiplayer option,
meaning a player has to play
against the AI, which
alternates between decidedly
stupid and borderline cheating,
ultimately settling on mildly
competent.
what happens, especially due to
the one-fleet-per-empire limit. For
that matter, it is entirely possible
to win a game before one gets acquainted with the more nuanced
gameplay mechanics.
Such an oversimplification of
what was otherwise a fairly robust series known for its complex
gameplay regarding empire management and research options is a
sacrifice that was possibly made to
accommodate the mobile version
of the game.
From a technical standpoint,
this is even more apparent since
there are no full-screen options,
or for that matter, any of the more
nuanced options available to most
PC games.
Graphically, Starships lags behind other space-based strategy
games, appearing extremely lackluster, especially in terms of effects
like explosions and the appearance of asteroids.
The result is a game that was
clearly held back for the sake of
mobile gaming.
That being said, if one intends
to play the mobile version, Starships can be enjoyable, given how
the game seems to be designed
around the idea of achieving victory within hours as opposed to
victory within days, as is the norm
for other PC strategy games.

is the extent of experience people
have in their fields.
There is also the persisting issue of men consistently garnering
higher ratings in the math and science fields.
“Words take on gender-specific
meanings that send messages with
unintended consequences. The
words ‘bossy, pushy’ and ‘brilliant,
bold, assertive’ continue to be
linked to gender in science,” Sarachik wrote in her presentation.
At the end of the seminar, Sarachik’s message was clear: women
need to stand up for themselves
so that these positive words are no
longer attributed to males only.

STAFF WRITER

Synesthesia occurs when one
sensory event involuntarily stimulates another sensor. According
to Ferrinne Spector and Daphne
Maurer at McMaster University,
Ontario, Canada, “For an adult
with synesthesia, a stimulus induces not only the usual percept
but also a seemingly automatic
additional percept, often in a different sensory modality.
For example, sound may induce color, with the specific color
tied to the pitch or timbre of the
sound.” According to recent studies, synesthetes account for roughly 5 percent of adult population.
A recent study led by Dr. Stephanie Goodhew of the Australian
National University Research
School of Psychology reports that
synesthetes have better associations with similar concepts rather
than two unrelated concepts.
Goodhew gave the example of
“doctor” and “nurse” being closely
related as opposed to “doctor” and
“table.” This difference affects synesthetes more than it does people
without synesthesia.
There were 56 participants in
this study, who were then divided
into synesthetes and a control
group.
The control group contained
participants who reported not
having synesthesia, which was
then confirmed after a screening.
The synesthesia group contained
participants who reported having
synesthesia, which was confirmed
after the same screening.
In total, there were 26 people
in the control group and 22 in the
synesthetic group. The remaining seven were excluded from the
analysis.
After the initial screening, the
participants completed two semantic priming tasks that aimed

to test how each participant responded to certain words. In the
lexical decision task, the participants were asked to classify between practical English words and
non-words. In the semantic categorization task, the participants
were asked to classify the word
as being concrete or abstract.
The participants’ accuracy and
response times were recorded,
but the response times were only
recorded for the second word in
each pair.
When first conducting the experiment, Goodhew predicted,
“Synesthetes might have a more
concrete style of thinking that
does not emphasize conceptuallevel relations between stimuli.”
To the researcher’s surprise,
synesthetes were found to have
higher sematic priming than the
control group, which scientists
believe might stem from their
creative minds. The synesthetes
are, therefore, able to identify abstract idea easier because of their
creative pursuits.
The study shines new lights
on the mystery behind synesthesia. In addition to the study led
by Goodhew, another study conducted by the University of San
Diego discovered that synesthetes
have better memories and richer
perception than non-synesthetes.
Researchers from the University of Sussex, United Kingdom,
also discovered that it is possible
for anyone to self-teach to think
like a synesthetic, which can increase IQ.
According to Goodhew, synesthesia is genetic and only occurs
in one out of every 100 people, but
Maurer states that it is possible
that everyone has some level of
synesthesia but does not perceive
it as such. While synesthesia can
be overwhelming at times, Maurer
discovered most synesthetes are
happy with it.
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Baruch’s Climate Change Seminar addresses awareness issues
BY AANCHAL SOMANI
STAFF WRITER

The Newman Vertical Campus
hosted Baruch College’s third Climate Change Seminar: Attitudes,
Research, Impact, featuring Professors Mindy Engle-Friedman,
Kannan Mohan and Christopher
Hallowell on April 16. The event
analyzed the perceptions of climate
change, its causes and impacts on
society, with the goal of increasing
climate-change awareness.
The event converged on three
topics: the changing attitudes towards climate change and environmental sustainability, the relationship between information technology and climate change, and the
journalistic responsibility of and
toward this persisting issue. Participants consisted largely of Baruch
faculty and research students.
Engle-Friedman opened the
event with essential background
on climate change. She also highlighted the social impacts of this
phenomenon and emphasized
the number of studies that are
being conducted on the topic,
which is largely caused by the
environmental problems that
consequently arise.
Climate change is largely attributed to the emission of carbon
dioxide and other greenhouse
gases, which lock heat both in and
out of the protective ozone layer
around the Earth. Seasons are being impacted as summers become
warmer and winters become colder. According to the National Wildlife Federation, winters are getting
shorter and spring arrives approximately two weeks earlier as compared to 20 years ago.
The 21st century expects to see
global temperature increase from
3 to 7 degrees Fahrenheit, frequent
heat waves, extreme precipitation
and a continual rise in ocean levels.

In order to address this problem
directly, one of the essential components is increasing awareness on
climate change and its impacts.
A survey conducted over the last
five years at Baruch shows a fluctuating change in sustainability attitudes, with only a slight increase
between spring 2011 and fall 2014.
Perceptions of sustainability efforts
follow a similar path of high fluctuations but have remained constant
from the beginning of the study until fall 2014.
The study also tested a plethora
of other factors including the responsibility for climate change
shared by individuals, scientists, educators and politicians.
Results showed little to no discrepancy between genders and
semesters tested.
A portion of the study also examined the environment consciousness of Baruch students after Hurricane Sandy. It found that
students are less environmentally
minded following natural disasters.
They are afraid of climate change,
though not to a large degree, and
are still hopeful to see improvements. However, they need to be
further informed of climate change
issues and how it can impact
their future.
The previous study also pointed
out that media is one of the principal networks for climate change
information distribution at Baruch. With increasing globalization and the emergence of better,
more efficient technology, media
or journalistic outlets are the primary channels to increase global
warming awareness.
Hallowell, also an environmental journalist, discussed climate
change in media.
In 2001, he published Holding
Back the Sea, in which he discussed
the impacts of climate change 15
years ago and the direct and indi-

rect causes of damage.
Hurricane Katrina was only a
Category 2 storm. However, because the infrastructure in Louisiana was not well-maintained, the
impacts of the storm were catastrophic.
Engineers had built faulty levees, dikes and drainage channels.
As the gateways collapsed, the water rushed in, causing significant
damage. In this case, the media
have been crucial in finding and
sharing the main cause of this hurricane’s destructive impact.
The Lima Climate Change
United Nations Conference in December 2014 has been largely publicized as a political step toward
climate change.
Hallowell acknowledged the
importance of this event: “They
are heading in the right direction but there is still that problem
in China—their whole economy
is based on coal, along with India’s. It’s a nice idea, but it’s
not happening.”
The aforementioned examples
are some of the large issues that
are being discussed in the media.
However, while it may seem that
climate change is an issue that is
discussed less frequently on the
news, Hallowell made the distinction in the broadening scope of
this matter.
He stated that although climate
change is not a topic of heated debate in large publications, it has
permeated coverage of economic,
political and technological arenas.
This means that it is no longer only
a distinct issue but one that is being
addressed on different platforms,
on micro and macro levels.
Proof of this “megacoverage”
can be found in case studies combining technological implications
in regions such as Iceland, as discussed by Mohan. Mohan currently
teaches computer information sys-

tems at Baruch.
An exclusive interview with
Mohan brought clarity to the relationship between climate change,
sustainability and IT, a topic central to CIS 3700. The purpose of the
course is to create an awareness of
IT’s close connectivity to climate
change.
Mohan said, “You first have to
learn the problem and then understand the role of IT in exacerbating the problem. And then how
are we redefining our infrastructure to reduce the greenhouse gas
emissions.”
The couse syllabus incorporates
Harvard Business School case studies, such as “Verne Global: Building
a Green Data Center” in Iceland,
which combine two or more dimensions of country and industry
analysis with primary focus on IT.
As discussed in this case, climate
change is essential to the understanding of technological advancements in locations such as Iceland;
it specifically discusses how IT and
climate change together pose a
business problem.
The end purpose of Mohan’s
presentation was connecting the
IT asset classes’ model and the
business phases to sustainability.
The IT asset classes’ model is comprised of three stages. The base of
the pyramid makes the business investments that contribute to computing infrastructure, the middle
level creates the transactional component, and the top level creates

the strategic and information segment, or how businesses use the
first two asset levels to drive valuable business decisions.
However, the model in itself is
not the driver of successful sustainability in businesses. The business
phases to sustainability needs to be
taken into account.
Compliance introduces additional regulatory issues and the
supply chain introduces possible
alterations that will increase sustainability of a firm. The evolution
from compliance to radically rethinking what can be done makes
up the business sustainability
structure.
The connection that needs to
be made is between the asset class
model and the business phases to
sustainability. In an ideal world,
the sustainability goals of a firm
would originate from the business
phases or core business practices.
However, most of the time, companies are solely investing into business priorities, or the asset classes,
to create sustainability efforts instead of actually creating sustainability structures.
There is still a long way with
climate change to go to increase
awareness through the education
system and media as well as in
business processes and technology. “If you break that down to
awareness among our students
here, that is a major problem. If you
can even scratch the surface, that
would be a big thing,” Mohan said.

“They are heading in the right direction but there is still that
problem in China—their whole economy is based on coal,
along with India’s. It’s a nice idea, but it’s not happening.”
- Christopher Hallowell

New York City to improve sustainability Hadron Collider returns
BY JOSEPH ESPOSITO

BY HASIN ISHRAQUE
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
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First celebrated on April 22,
1970, Earth Day has since evolved
into a global effort aimed at clarifying and addressing the vast array of issues concerning the precarious state that the environment
is in.
The inception of Earth Day is
largely credited to Sen. Gaylord
Nelson of Wisconsin. In 1969, the
year of the disastrous Santa Barbara oil spill, Nelson drafted his
plans for Earth Day. His vision
proved to be a success beyond his
expectations; as Nelson later wrote
in an Environmental Protection
Agency journal: “[L]iterally millions of Americans of all ages and
from all walks of life participated in
Earth Day celebrations from coast
to coast.”
After the first Earth Day in 1970,
Nelson’s efforts led to the U.S. government adopting environmental issues as a permanent part of
its agenda. Within the decade to
come, the EPA would be established and a slew of environmentally centered legislation would be
passed by Congress.
The state of Earth today is a
mixed bag, and the actions taken
by government entities and corporations within the next few years
will impact the planet for decades
to come.
On the brighter side, the International Energy Agency recently
released a report stating that carbon emissions as a result of energy
production have stagnated for the
past year, possibly signifying the
end to rising emissions.
Nonetheless, several issues
continue to persist. As reported by
environmentalist groups and news
agencies, deforestation and poaching still remain dominant issues in
South American and Central African nations, respectively. Another

Following a two-year shutdown, the Large Hadron Collider
has been fired up once again.
Scientists began circulating two
proton beams around the 17-milelong particle accelerator on
April 6.
Scientists use the collider to
accelerate particles around a thin
tunnel at extremely high velocities
that are close to the speed of light.
They then crash the particles together and observe the results. The
collision produces trace amounts
of elementary particles that can
be observed for an extremely short
period of time. Multiple large sensor-structures are then used to record the results.
The LHC was developed in
order to further understand particle physics. For decades, theories
were all that existed regarding the
subatomic particles that make up
protons, neutrons and the interactions between them. In 1984, the
European Organization for Nuclear Research and the European
Committee for Future Accelerators met to discuss the LHC. They
needed to decide how they would
use the particle accelerator and
what particles they would collide.
After over two decades of planning, construction and an electrical problem that damaged the collider, the first particle beams were
collided on Nov. 23, 2009. Over the
next three years, a variety of rich
data was collected.
Before the LHC was initially
launched, many people were concerned with the potential risks
involved in smashing particles
together at close-to-light speed.
In 2008, skeptics cried out that the
LHC could open up black holes
that could destroy Earth. Efforts
to stop the European particle accelerator were tangible. Some
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Public events around New York City encourage environmental awareness.
large topic of environmental news
is the drastic reduction of bee populations upon which crop yields
are heavily reliant.
On the home front, California is facing its largest drought
in decades, resulting in a water
conservation effort led by the
government. Additionally, recent
legislation placing restrictions
on EPA jurisdiction has recently
passed House and is pending
Senate review.
In New York City, Mayor de Blasio announced an ambitious plan
to make New York more sustainable within the next few years.
As a global city, New York is
hosting several environmentminded public events on and
around Earth Day. Though raising
awareness and having fun is the
order of the day, much of the focus
also lies on helping attendees become closer to nature.
On April 18, New York Cares
hosted its annual Spring Day
event, which rallies the volunteering organizations’ vast efforts to
clean local parks and communal
gardens across the city.
The Earth Day Initiative’s New
York chapter hosted a 5K Walk and
green tour event. Participants were

able to take in the sights and learn
more about composting sites. The
fact that the 5K walked at Union
Square was not a coincidence.
Union Square is the hotspot for
New York’s Earth Day events, and
visitors could participate in recycling events for electronics and
junk, trade in old books for new
ones, check out environmentfriendly vehicles on display,
and more.
Several neighborhood parks
and gardens around the city hosted ecologically friendly events and
tours, for locals and visitors alike.
The large volume of participants meant that Earth Day is still
a relevant observance. As global
efforts to save the Earth from excessive environmental damage
continue, words from Nelson’s
original mission for Earth Day,
published in EPA journal, come to
mind: “In the 1970s, a sufficiently
large and dispersed group of people recognized the fragility and
finite nature of the Earth’s ecosystem, understood that ‘everything is
connected to everything else,’ and
accepted the responsibility not
only to set straight the mistakes
of the past but to avoid repeating
them in the future.”

U.S. citizens filed a civil suit in a
Hawaiian district court in an effort to stop the LHC. A German
scientist also brought a suit to the
European Court of Human Rights.
In the end, all such cases were
dismissed. Robert Aymar, who
was director general of CERN at
the time, was quoted as saying,
“The LHC is safe, and any suggestion that it might present a risk is
pure fiction.”
Perhaps, the LHC’s most notable achievement came on July
4, 2012, when scientists at the
collider reported the discovery of
a Higgs-like particle, which they
later confirmed to be the actual
Higgs boson. The Higgs boson
has been an elusive subatomic
particle since British physicist
Peter Higgs first theorized its existence in 1964. Higgs believed this
particle could be responsible for
giving elementary particles their
mass. The existence of the Higgs
boson became a fundamental assumption for the Standard Model,
which explains particle physics.
Its discovery and verification have
laid the foundations for scientists
to explain the building blocks of
the physical world.
In February 2013, CERN’s
“Long Shutdown 1” began, and
the Hadron Collider was turned
off. Over the course of two years,
engineers and scientists improved
the LHC to make it more efficient.
Scientists hope to make more discoveries with the second round of
particle smashing. The improved
system will be colliding particles
at 13 teraelectron volts.
Although scientists are not
sure of what to expect, many possibilities exist. After being powered up at the beginning of this
month, scientists can only hope
that the LHC will reveal new data
and help discover new fundamental particles that explain the
physical world.
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Sports
Baruch Baseball drops third straight after hot start in April
BY PAUL JOH
STAFF WRITER

March was a tough month for
the Baruch College baseball team.
After having six games postponed
by the inclement weather, the Baruch Bearcats did not start their
season until the Gene Cusic Classic
at Fort Myers, Florida. The Bearcats
went 3-6 at Fort Myers and continued to struggle throughout the rest
of the month. Baruch finished with
a 5-12 overall record in March, including a doubleheader that was
split against their conference rivals,
the College of Staten Island Dolphins. However, despite their agonizing losses, the Bearcats hoped to
turn their fading season around after winning their first three games
in April.
The Bearcats scored a 6-2 win
over St. Joseph’s College at MCU
Park for their first home win of the
season. In the following day, the
team also took both ends of a doubleheader against John Jay College,
13-4, 2-1, to tie their season best
three-game winning streak. It was a
promising start for the new month,
but their winning momentum did
not last long. The Bearcats suffered
another defeat in a rematch against
the College at Old Westbury Panthers, 5-10. In their first matchup
earlier in the season, the Bearcats
took a narrow loss 4-5 after a strong
comeback by the Panthers in the
seventh inning. This time, the
Bearcats fell behind early, 5-0, and
the Panthers sealed the deal with
three runs in the seventh.
The Bearcats responded to their
upset by scoring season-high 16
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Junior shortstop Ardian Selmani recorded an RBI single in the Bearcats road win over Rutgers-Newark.
runs on 14 hits against the SUNY
Maritime Privateers at Throggs
Neck, New York. Bearcats captain
Matthew Ballone hit 3-4 for three
doubles and had six RBIs. Co-captain Eric Ulino and Angel Tejeda
each recorded a home run to add
to the team’s strong performance.
Adams Pequero started in the
pitching position and played seven
innings. Pequero had 10 strikeouts
before sophomores Andrew Carmarda and Carlos Francisco took
the mound to finish the game.
With less than 24 hours to rest,
the Bearcats returned to MCU Park
to play the Farmingdale State College Rams. Ulino and Jesus Ortiz Perez each had two hits in the
matchup, but the Bearcats were un-

able to hold back a late surge by the
Rams in the final inning; the Rams
scored three runs in the ninth to
close out the game, 9-5.
In the final game of spring break,
the Bearcats visited the CCNY Beavers. The Bearcats split the doubleheader, losing the first 4-2, but
winning the second 5-1. In the first
game, the Beavers took an early
3-0 lead in the second inning. The
Bearcats did not get on the scoreboard until the third inning when
Tejeda hit his fifth home run of the
season. Zachary T. Uher scored on
an RBI single by Dan Daley in the
same inning, but the Beavers kept
the visitors scoreless the rest of the
way, finishing the game.
In the second game, the

Bearcats fall in shocking season finale
BY PAUL JOH
STAFF WRITER

For the first time in the past
four seasons, Baruch College
Bearcats were unsuccessful at
keeping their CUNYAC regular season championship streak
alive. The Hunter College Hawks
spoiled the Bearcats undefeated
conference record by winning 7-2
in the Bearcats’ season finale. Before their loss, the Bearcats played
against the College of Staten Island
Dolphins in a make up match on
Thursday, April 16.
The Dolphins and the Bearcats
were the only teams this season
with an undefeated record against
CUNYAC teams prior to the game;
the Dolphins led the standings
with a 6-0 record followed by the
Bearcats who were 5-0.
It was a highly anticipated
match for both teams because the
result of the game could determine
a possible lead change in conference standings. After taking two
of the three doubles matches to
start the game, the Bearcats went
on to win four singles matches
and handed the Dolphins their
first CUNYAC match loss of the
season 6-3.
With a five-game winning streak
behind their back, the Bearcats entered their final game of the season
with high momentum. However,
the Bearcats struggled early on
against the Hawks, and it was not
until their second-to-last singles
match that the Bearcats picked up
their first win.
The unprecedented upset
dropped the Bearcats to third in
the standings, and it was their first
regular season game loss against
a conference rival since 2010. Despite now sharing a 6-1 record
with Hunter and CSI, Baruch fell to
third because of its overall record,
6-3, which is two games shy of the

BARUCH SPORTS INFORMATION

Men’s tennis captain Allen Meyerovich won two straight singles over the Dolphins,
6-4, 6-1 and also teamed with Sharki Ahmed to win doubles 8-3.
Hawks’ and Dolphins’.
In their previous three games,
Baruch swept all of their doubles
matches, but in the game against
CSI, the Dolphins were able to rally
back after losing the first doubles
match. Jonathan Selegean and
Samuel Hajibai teamed up in the
first doubles for an 8-3 win. Selegean went on to defeat Ed Ruffe in
two sets 6-0, 6-4 in the first singles
match. Hajibai also won his singles
matchup 6-3, 4-6, 6-2, and stayed
undefeated in CUNYAC play.
The Dolphins responded with
more intensity in the following doubles set and defeated the
Bearcats 8-3. Bearcats captain Allen Meyerovich and Sharki Ahmed
gave the lead back to the Bearcats
after winning 8-5 in the third set.
Meyerovich won two straight singles sets 7-6, 6-4. Dardan Sopjani
made up for his earlier doubles
loss by grabbing a singles win over
Andrew Adia 6-4, 6-1.
The Bearcats did not find

their usual dominating start in
their game against the Hawks.
It was a hard-fought battle for
the CUNYAC regular season title and a first-round bye in the
CUNYAC Championships.
The Hawks denied the Bearcats
any opportunities to take an early
advantage, and the Bearcats were
unable to hold off the aggressive
attacks by the Hawks. Meyerovich and Ahmed were the only two
Bearcats to win a match in their
season finale. Meyerovich won
two sets 6-3, 6-0 in his singles
against Rodolfo Reynoso. Ahmed
finished in three sets, 7-6 (7-3),
3-6, 10-5, against Jay Pal.
Although the Bearcats had an
unfortunate finish, they must put
their loss behind them and prepare to face the Lehman College
Lightning in the CUNYAC quarterfinals. In an earlier match during
the season, the Bearcats defeated
the Lightning with a convincing
8-1 victory.

Bearcats came out with an early
2-0 lead behind an RBI by Tejeda to
Donovan Hunt and a home run by
Jasdeep Buttar. Ballone added an
RBI in the fifth and Ulino hit a tworun homer in the sixth to build their
lead to 5-1. Cameron Kitt, the starting Bearcats pitcher, and Matthew
Fazio combined for seven total
strikeouts to shut down the Beavers
for the remaining innings.
The Bearcats’ inconsistent
season continued after a 2-3 loss
against Rutgers University-Camden. After the Scarlet Raptors built
a 3-0 lead in the fourth inning, the
Bearcats were scoreless until the
eighth when Ballone scored on
Buttar’s RBI single. The Bearcats
trailed by two heading into the

ninth and were able to cut the deficit in half with one out remaining.
After a walk by Buttar, the bases
were loaded with Buttar on first,
Ulino on second and Ballone on
third. Tejeda was the next at bat
but was unable to take advantage
of the opportunity, and the game
ended after an outstanding catch
by the Scarlet Raptors’ outfielder
Joe Brooks.
On the following Sunday, the
Bearcats travelled to Mahwah, New
Jersey, to play the Road Runners of
Ramapo College. The Road Runners handed the Bearcats their second consecutive loss 3-2. Uher finished the game with nine strikeouts
and eight scoreless innings, but the
Road Runners rallied in the ninth
by scoring three runs on four hits.
The Stevens Institute of Technology Ducks extended the Bearcats’
losing streak after blowing out
the team 3-12. The Bearcats tried
to stay with the impressive early
start by the Ducks by scoring one
and two runs in second and third
innings, respectively.
However, the Ducks’ five runs in
the fourth inning and four runs in
the eighth inning was too much for
the Bearcats to handle. The team
was unable to find an answer for
the brilliant effort.
Despite the recent string of losses, the Bearcats are still third in the
CUNYAC standings and trail CCNY
by only one game for the top conference record. As the team comes
to its final stretch of games in the
regular season, the Bearcats look
to make a long run in the CUNYAC
tournament and redeem their loss
from last year’s championship.
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Surging Mets off to best start in franchise history since 2006

OMER SEMAN

The return of ace Matt Harvey
in spring training rejuvenated the
New York Mets and their passionate fan base, genuinely optimistic
for the first time since their disastrous collapse in 2007. News of
Zack Wheeler and lefty-specialist
Josh Edgin needing season-ending
Tommy John surgery just days before the start of the season dampened the spirits of Mets fans. The
Mets have been on an emotional
roller coaster this season.
Resilience has fueled the Mets
to their longest winning streak
since 2010. Buoyed by a mix of
dominant pitching and timely hitting, they have won 10 of their first
13 games by three runs or less, save
for a 6-1 win against the Philadelphia Phillies. The starting rotation
was projected for greatness and has
obliged in dazzling fashion.
Bartolo Colon may be a joke
in the batter’s box, but he is not to
be laughed at when he gets on the
mound. Colon has begun the season 3-0 with a 2.25 ERA, 0.80 WHIP
and 18 strikeouts in three starts.
He is able to produce outs with a
rare arsenal of fastballs that dance
around the plate.
The dizzying movement of Colon’s pitches is key as the average velocity of his fastball hovers
around 89 mph, three notches
slower than league average. The

wily veteran, who will turn 42 in
May, will cost the team $11 million
this year, a hefty price that the Mets
will gladly pay if he carries this success throughout the season.
Following closer Jenrry Mejia’s
placement on the disabled list for
elbow inflammation, it was revealed he tested positive for Stanozolol, an anabolic steroid banned
by the MLB, and was suspended 80
games without pay. He will not be
allowed to pitch for the Mets if they
advance into the postseason for the
first time since 2006. Fire-baller
Jeurys Familia has taken over as
the closer and has performed well
enough to keep the role long-term.
The normally soft-spoken team
captain David Wright expressed
his disappointment after hearing
the jarring announcement. “You’re
letting down your teammates. That
probably means just as much, if not
more, than hurting yourself,” said
Wright after their loss to the At-

lanta Braves. However, the Mets regained their composure to avoid a
series sweep and kick-started their
winning ways.
Reigning NL Rookie of the Year
Jacob deGrom delivered the capacity crowd at Citi Field a victory in
the home opener. He was not at his
best, yielding seven hits and a walk
along with just three strikeouts,
but the young hurler did not allow
a run in six and a third innings.
DeGrom was backed by an alltoo-familiar lackluster offense that
produced two runs via a dribbling
grounder by Juan Lagares and an
error by Phillies second baseman
Chase Utley putting Michael Cuddyer in place for a sacrifice fly to
bring him home. The fans in attendance would have slept overnight
at Citi Field just to ensure they
did not miss the 2015 home debut
of Harvey.
It was 18 months in the making, yet Harvey’s return to Queens

was marred by frustration. Utley
repented for his error the night before by smacking a solo home run
off a Harvey changeup in the first
inning. After a Cuddyer single tied
the game in the bottom half of the
inning, Lucas Duda answered with
a three-run double down the right
field line to give the Mets a 4-1 lead
in the second inning.
The madness began in the fifth
inning after Harvey plunked Utley
in the back with a 95 mph heater,
causing the home plate umpire to
issue warnings to both teams. In the
next at-bat, catcher Travis d’Arnaud
was called for interference, allowing Ryan Howard to advance to first
base. An irate Terry Collins emphatically argued the decision and
was subsequently ejected. Replays
showed d’Arnaud’s glove never
came in contact with Howard’s bat
as he swung, but Harvey escaped
the inning without relinquishing
a run.

WWW.SCORESTREAK.COM

Pitcher Matt Harvey made his ﬁrst home start in the Mets season home debut since having Tommy John surgery in 2013.

The eighth inning brought a
frightening sight as Wright, face of
the franchise, limped off the field
after an awkward slide into second
base on a steal attempt. An MRI
showed a strained right hamstring,
the same injury that had sidelined
him for nearly two months in 2013.
He was placed on the 15-day disabled list almost immediately following the win as the team is taking a cautious approach with their
leader. Wright was off to a good
start, hitting 11 for 33 and one
home run, four runs batted in and
two stolen bases in his first eight
games and the team had rallied
together to keep their momentum
moving forward.
Building off their adrenalinefilled win on Harvey Day, the Mets
went on to sweep the Phillies and
the Miami Marlins to cap off an
exhilarating two weeks of baseball,
yet as the wins pile up, so too do
the injuries.
Another left-handed relief
pitcher went on the disabled list
as Jerry Blevins was hit by a line
drive on his left foreman. Highly
touted catcher d’Arnaud was finally
living up to expectations, leading the team in RBI and providing
elite defense behind the plate. The
Mets’ bad karma struck him in the
form of a fastball on his right hand
and fractured his pinky. D’Arnaud
will be in a splint for three weeks
(Blevins for six) and will be reevaluated afterwards. Top-hitting
prospect Kevin Plawecki will fill the
void at catcher.
With the peaks of overpowering pitching to the valleys of suspension and maladies, the Mets
have channeled the enthusiasm of
their fans into wins. As tumultuous as the season has been so far,
one can only expect the path as the
team gathers itself. The adage “Ya
Gotta Believe!” resonates louder
than ever.
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Baruch Weekly
THEME: MOTHER’S DAY

APRIL/MAY 2015
MON

27
TUES

28
WED

29
THURS

30
FRI

1
SAT

2
SUN

3

ACROSS
1. Milan’s La ____
6. Globe shape
9. Saintly sign
13. Alexandre Dumas’“The Black
____”
14. Broadcast
15. Happen again
16. Like city life
17. Mudbath site
18. Fill with high spirits
19. *”Mommie ____,” movie
21. *Kate Hudson’s mom
23. Dog command
24. Like Andersen’s duckling
25. Eric Stonestreet on “Modern
Family”
28. Hard currency
30. Internet business
35. In the sack
37. Sometimes hard to reach
39. Irrigation water wheel
40. Track event
41. *Suri’s mom, e.g.
43. Fix a horse
44. ____’s razor
46. *BÈbÈ’s mother
47. Copycat
48. Tarzan’s swings
50. A in B.A.

20 MINUTE MONDAYS
12:30-1:30 p.m. | VC 3-215 | Free
UTILIZING RESEARCH IN HIGHER EDUCATION
5:00-9:00 p.m. | VC 2-125 | Free
BLOOMBERG II: SPREADSHEET ANALYSIS WITH BLOOMBERG
12:45-2:00 p.m. | Library Building - Room 124 | Registration Required
WORKING FOR LESS: GENDER INEQUALITY IN THE WORKPLACE
6:00-9:00 p.m. | Library Building - Rooms 750 and 760 | Free
FACTSET II: SPREADSHEET ANALYSIS WITH FACTSET
12:45-1:30 p.m. | Library Building - Room 124 | Registration Required
MASTERING SOFT SKILLS
7:30-8:45 p.m. | VC 3-210 | Free
TRY POLISH CUISINE
12:40-2:15 p.m. | VC 5-165 | Free
FINANCE CAREER PATH PANEL
6:00-8:00 p.m. | VC 2-110 | Free

Stuff, I think

TRAINING THE STREET
11 a.m.-6:00 p.m. | VC 3-215 | Free

52. “... ____ he drove out
of sight”
53. Repair, as in socks
55. Pull the plug on
57. *Mom to Meg, Jo, Beth and
Amy March
60. *Popular Mother’s Day gift
64. Kim Jong-un of North ____
65. Reverential salutation
67. Tie again
68. Relating to Quechuan people
69. Intelligence org.
70. Dodge
71. Don’t let this hit you on the
way out
72. One of Bartholomew
Cubbins’ 500
73. More sly

DOWN
1. Part of house frame
2. Prepare by drying or salting
3. *This famous Jessica became a
mom in 2008
4. Pinocchio and his kind
5. Relating to apnea
6. Brewer’s kiln
7. Tombstone acronym
8. Health food pioneer
9. Retained
10. Palm tree berry
11. Guitar forerunner

12. Bonanza ﬁnd
15. Count on
20. Indiﬀerent to emotions
22. *Like Mother Hubbard
24. Soiled
25. *TV’s “lovely lady”
26. Olden day calculators
27. Muhammad’s birthplace
29. Big-ticket ____
31. “Animal House” garb
32. French pancake
33. Oil tanker
34. *”Mother” in Italian
36. Novelist Koontz
38. German mister
42. Asian pepper
45. Sterling, Cooper or Draper
49. Sigma Alpha Epsilon
51. Soft palate vibrations
54. Boxer’s stat
56. Inhabit
57. Kissing disease?
58. Atlantic Richﬁeld Company
59. Last row
60. Notable achievement
61. Evening purse
62. Hitchhiker’s quest
63. Nostradamus, e.g.
64. *Mom has at least one
66. By way of62. “Star ____”
63. *Spock’s famous body parts
64. Freddy Krueger street
66. National Institute of Health

JOEY ALLGOOD | WWW.REALWEIRDART.COM

CROSSWORD SOLUTION:

43RD ANNUAL SEEK AWARDS
4:00-9:30 p.m. | VC 14-220 | RSVP

ISSUE 10

54TH ANNUAL NAMES INSTITUTE
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. | VC 6-210 | Free
OPEN HOUSE  EXECUTIVE MPA PROGRAM
11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. | VC 14-267 | Free
RAVI SHANKAR: CONNECTIONS THROUGH MUSIC*
11:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m. | City College | Free
AIDA BY ELTON JOHN AND TIM RICE*
3:00-5:00 p.m. | York College Performing Arts Center | $15 for Students
*Oﬀ-campus event
For full list, visit www.baruch.cuny.edu/calendar

Career Spotlight

baruch.cuny.edu/careers
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/starrlights/
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/scdc/
@BaruchSCDC
Baruch College Starr Career Development Center

Upcoming Events

TIP OF THE WEEK
Be positively inspired by hanging out with people who you feel are proceeding in their lives in
ways you respect. Read biographies of people whose lives are an inspiration and probably have
overcome obstacles. Do not waste your time; it is precious.

In Focus

FINANCIAL LITERACY
April 28 I 3:00-4:00 p.m. I VC 2-125
Come to this new workshop to learn tips on budgeting, credit, and
identity protection to begin building a stable ﬁnancial future.
JOB SEARCH BOOT CAMP SERIES: WEEK 4
April 29 I 11:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. I VC 2-190
Seniors, graduation is around the corner! Come to this weekly series to
learn essential strategies for conducting a successful job search.

JOB SEARCH BOOT CAMP
Are you a senior who is ready to tackle your career goals? If yes, then the SCDC’s Job Search Boot Camp is the
perfect environment for you to start or enhance your career mapping. Job Search Boot Camp is a 6-week career
development series for Baruch seniors and recent alumni (1-3 years postgraduate). The series carries participants
through career guiding information that will help them create a ﬁrm strategy for tackling the job search. The career development series engrosses participants in important career enhancing topics such as networking, time
management, personal branding and promotion, social media and interviewing. Job Search Boot Camp will be
held on April 1, 15, 22, 29 and May 6, 13. Feel free to jump into the series at any time, and do not delay. Sign up
on STARR Search.

WHAT ARE YOU WORTH? SALARY NEGOTIATION
April 29 I 5:00-6:00 p.m. I VC 2-190
Know your worth as a candidate. Participants will walk away from this
workshop with critical strategies in eﬀective salary negotiation.
CAREER WEEK SERIES: ARTS & SCIENCES PANEL
April 30 I 12:30-2:30 p.m. I VC 14-270
Professionals from Yelp, Idealist, Bloomberg, and The New York Times
will provide tips on how to maximize a liberal arts degree.
For a full list of events and to RSVP, go to STARR Search.

Internship Cafe
Collective[i] (Paid)

Peer Corner
Have You Discovered RSSP?

THREE MONTH PAID SUMMER GRAPHIC
AND DIGITAL DESIGN INTERNSHIP

the opportunity to present his/
her work to the team at large.

By Manal Janati
Peer for Career

Collective[i] is a fast-growing
Big Data startup looking for a
smart, conﬁdent, creative and
self-motivated individual. Their
ideal candidate will have design
skills and an imaginative mind.
Work closely with a creative director and chairman to present
your work to a marketing team.
Handle several projects including the production of oﬄine and
online materials as Keynote presentations, creating new content
for their website and graphics for
videos. The intern will also have

Requirements:
•
Track record of creative and/
or academic achievements.
•
Ability to use Keynote software & Adobe Creative Suite.
•
Strong digital and web design skills.
•
Ability to work independently and on a team.
•
Strong presentation skills
(written and verbal).

For rising sophomores looking
to enhance their leadership skills,
consider applying to STARR’s Rising
Starr Sophomore Program. Through
this program, students will connect
with the STARR Career Development
Center for one semester in an eﬀort
to learn ways to maximize resources
on campus.
Students will have the opportunity to participate in activities and
workshops that will develop their
leadership, communication and
teamwork skills. Additionally, during the program students will have

To learn more and apply,
please log into STARR Search (Job
ID # 75873).

the option of exploring diﬀerent
majors and career interests in order to prepare them for future job
endeavors.
Joining the program can be a
great way to expand your network
and increase your support system as
you are grouped with like-minded
peers who are also looking to develop their leadership skills.
The team-based projects and
learning experiences that take place
on and oﬀ-campus can serve as a
great way to discover career opportunities and increase your selfawareness. It is recommended for
juniors to have a summer internship, and participating in RSSP will

prepare students for their professional career by teaching invaluable
job-searching skills. Additionally,
students will also have a chance to
learn how to market their skillsets
to potential employers. Developing
these skillsets during your sophomore year can increase your chances of landing that dream summer
internship as a junior.
Required materials for the application include an application form,
statement of purpose, resume, and
college transcript.
More details regarding eligibility can be found on STARR’s website; please be sure to apply by
June 26.

